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ABSTRACT
COMMON REFERENCE:

Moselle River Crossing,

September

1944

TYPE OPERATION:

Offensive,
Offensive,

OPPOSING FORCES:

U.S.:

5th Infantry Division with attached
and supporting units

German:

17th SS Panzer Grenadier Division
3d Panzer Grenadier Division
Division Number 462
15th Panzer Grenadier Division (elements)

Hasty River Crossing (Dornot)
Deliberate River Crossing (Arnaville)

SYNOPSIS:

The U.S. 5th Infantry Division, a part of XX
Corps, crossed the Moselle River south of Metz
in September 1944.
In an attempt to exploit
perceived German disorganization, the
Americans attempted a hasty crossing of the
Moselle River at Dornot, France, on 8 September
1944.
This attempt met heavy resistance and
resulted in failure.
Command and control problems and the inability to move tanks across
the river contributed to the defeat.
Two days
later a deliberate crosing was successful at
Arnaville, 4km south of Dornot.
Factors contributing to that success were tactical
surprise, effective use of fire support including close air support and tank destroyers in
overwatch position, combined arms cooperation,
and the employment of smoke.
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I. INTRODUCTION
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This battle analysis concerns the crossing of the Moselle
River by elements of the XX U.S. Corps, Third Army,

in September

The action occurred at Arnaville, just south of Dornot,

1944.

Frnc,hee

heU.S. 5th Infantry Division fogtseveral

divisional size German forces.

Included in the German order of

battle was:
17th SS Panzer Grenadier Division
3rd Panzer Grenadier Division

V

Division Number 462
15th Panzer Grenadier Division
The Arnaville crossing, which was successful, was a
continuance of the river crossing effort after U.S. elements had
previously been unsuccessful in a river crossing attempt at
Dornot.

~e main emphasis of this battle analysis effort is on

the Moselle river crossing at Arnaville.
Sources used in preparation of the battle analysis are shown
at the bibliography.
Both primary and secondary sources of information concerning
this battle are available.

In addition to the unit operational

reports and books listed in the bibliography, there are numerous
interview transcriptions.

These interviews were conducted with

both individual combatants as well as with groups.

Only U.S.

units and personnel are interviewed, and the interview techniques
are not discussed.

It is not specifically known who the

interviewer is, nor has there been an evaluation conducted as to
4
",A0,*

the reliability and accuracy of the interviews.

Although those

involved in the action contributed a great deal of valuable
after-action material, one must accept that individual perceptions
are the products of individual interpretations.

Facts present

themselves in all of the reference material and it is only through
reading a large volume of available data that one can successfully
begin to separate fact from interpretation.
product of that attempt.

-5-
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"World War II
Strategy

-

The Global Strategy oi

came into its

own in

World War II.

coalition warfare on an unprecedented
coalition strategy

to match it.

and naval strategy

were put

worldwide conflict

lifted

Global War
Global and

scale required

The new trends in

to the test.

global

and

military,

At the same time,

strategy out of a purely military sphere

and into the field of grand strategy and international

relations.

The war cut more deeply than c:ver into every phase of life.
touched all
oceans,

nations,

the air,

technological,

directly or indirectly,

the land,

and the sea.

and psychological

of strategy of all-out effort.
increasingly

all

tridirensional

scientific
warfare,

It

continents and

Political,

economic,

factors were drawn into

the web

The strategy of war grown

total was conditioned by massive armed

revolutionary

air,

and technological

forces,

advances,

and miracles of industrial

production and

logistics.

"World War II

began with independent

offensive

moves of the

Axis nations - Germany,

Italy,

formed a war coalition,

they never

formulated a common

of strategy or achieved

the dcree

of cooperation

and Japan.

Though these nations
blueprint

that the Allied

coalition did.
The Axis concept of total war,
Nazi

philosophy,

traditional
forces

-

revealed

as developed in

more clearly than before

view of strategy -

was too narrow.

particularly

that the

the art of employing

Diplomacy,

propaganda,

military

espionage,

-7-
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geography, economics, technology, and morale all entered into the
Nazi concept of stragegy.

In Nazi strategy, the line between war

and peace could no 'Longer be clearly defined.

The course of

Hitler's campaigns, before and after the outbreak of actual war in
1939, showed that military operations and battles were only the
last resort against an enc>ny to be applied after all other modes
of conquest had failed.

Hitler early recognized that armed forces

are only one of many means available to grand strategy.

His

greatest victories were the bloodless ones before he invaded
Poland in September 1939.
camne into greater play.

Thereafter, military strategy per force
Like Caesar and Napoleon, Hitler combined

into his own person the two functions of strategy and policy.

His

reputation as a military strategist was not to compare with his
early ýriumphs in political warfare.
Hit~ler gave the art of offensive strategy a new twist.

Like

Napoleon, he failed to master all the elements of grand strategy.
But in developing and correlating an assortment of modern means of
breaking an enemy's will, he showed himself to be far ahead of his
opponents.

Despite great German Blitzkrelg victories on the continent,
successes in the Middle East, and strategic bombardment of
England, the Winter of 1941 found Germany still without the
victory it sought.

Though it had tried to avoid a two-front war,

by June 1941 it had become embroiled with the U.S.S.R.

In

December the Japanese struck at Pearl Harbcr, and the United

p..'.

8-

States came in to aid England and the U.S.S.R. against the Axis
*

powers,
The worldwide strategic contest was then joined in earnest.
The Axis nations had the advantage of interior lines; the Allies,

6,

other than Russia, had to fight on exterior lines, and their lines

K

of support had to fan out from the factories of Britain and the

*

United States all over the world.

*

the strategic weapon of blockade against the Axis powers, and

*

Germany and Japan turned to submarine warfare to cripple the

Inevitably the Allies turned to

Allied lifelines.
The story of Allied strategy in World War II is the search for
*

common denominators among three sovereign powers drawn together in
a grand alliance by a common bond of danger.

From the beginning,

the inner web of the Grand Alliance was the close relationship
between the United States and Great Britain.

The Soviet Union's

part in developing and directing the combined strategy of the war
was to be relatively small compared with the worldwide demands
facing the United States and Great Britain, its strategic problem
was simple, consisting of war on only one front at a time; it did
not enter the conflict with Japan until the closing days of World
*

War II.

Thus, the Russians took formal part in strategic

decisions only at the International Conferences at Moscow (October
1943), Tehran (November 1943), Yalta (February 1945), and Potsdam
(July 1945), and even these were called at the initiative of the
Western powers.

Throughout World War II, the Russians remained
-9-

outside the combined staff system, developed for the coordination
of the Western effort in the global war.
At the Arcadia Conference (U.S. and Britain) the strategy
agreed on was as follows:
-Beat

Germany first, meanwhile containing the Japanese.

-Wear

down the strength of the enemy by closing around

Axis-held territory, a ring to be tightened as fast as
the resources of the Allies permitted.
-The

means to be used: naval blockade; all-out aid to

the Russians; strategic bombing; intensive cultivation
of resistance in Nazi-occupied countries; limited
*

offensives with mobile forces at points where locally
superior Allied forces, particularly strong in eryior,
could be brought to bear with telling effort

-all

directed toward a final knockout punch.
American strategy showed one trend that is authorative and
which fixed the framework of American strategy.

It started with

the President's message to Congress of May 16, 1940, went on to
his first war message on January 6, 1942, and continued all the
way to the resolutions of Casablanca.

It was the concept of total

war, of coalition war and of a fundamentally off nsive strategy.
One of the foundations on which American strategy was built had
already hardened into a national resolution before the United
*

States entered the war.

This was that the national interest of

the U.S. required the survival of Great Britain and its postwar

*

-

10

-

I-

C-MT-.

.- V

'

freedom of action as a great power.

-

It remained the foundation of

American strategy throughout World War II.
The Allies resolved to make the total defeat of their enemies
the aim of their strategy.

It meant that they intended to wage

unlimited war; and they did.
It was a daring commitment.

In December, 1941, Britain and

Russia were fighting with their backs to the wall and the United
States had come in half prepared, with its only significant ready
weapon reduced to smoking wreckage in Hawaii and the Philippines.
Britain and the U.S. immediately formed an interlocking
directorate, pooled their resources, placed everything that they
could spare at the disposal of the embattled Russians, they began
at once to concert plans for a worldwide offensive on the
assumption that they could bring to pass the utter defeat of both
the European Axis and Japan, even if Russia went under before they
achieved it.

This worldwide offensive was manifested in campaigns

in the South Pacific, Indo-China, the Philippines, the Aleutians,
North Africa, Sicily, Italy, and finally the thrust across France
towards the very heart of Germany itself.

A further strategic

overview of the war is attached at Appendix A.
Invasion of Europe

-A

Strategy for Victory

Allied objectives during 1944, after the successful
establishment of a foothold on the continent of Europe, were
primarily to capture the industrial heart of Germany - the Ruhr
area. Since this was the economic lifeline and primary logistics

arena for Germany,

Hitler was expected

defensive efforts in
consequently

this area.

to concentrate

The seizure of

satisfy another Allied objective,

his main

the Ruhr would
that of destruction

of the maximum number of German armed forces.
The Allied objectives
Germans in

with those of the

that Hitler had ordered his armies to make

west of the West Wall.
precluded

perfectly contrasted

His orders

maneuver and withdrawal

to eventual

to the field

their stand

to stand and fight

of his armies and condemned

slaughter and destruction if

they obeyed.

Hitler

realized the importance and significance of retaining
his strategy was based

upon the idea that

would allow him the time to properly
West Wall.
Ruhr,

This in

envisioned

the Ruh~r,

so

this forward defense

prepare

the defense of the

turn would not only protect

but would prevent

them

and preserve the

the loss of any Germnn Lerrain.

Hitler

that this would slow the advance of the Allie2d armies

and give him the time to improve his situation later.
The major problems
across the continent
problems

initially

encountered

were in

in

their cross-channel
Initial

"strong and casualties suffered were heavy.

anxiousness

and significant

ft.

invasion to secure

The Allied

A feeling of

their logistical

-

.

.°.

was

timetable

the Supreme Command as the

from increasing

"- 12

On 6 June

German resista..nce

delays occurred.

and concern grew within

Allies were prevented

their advance

Operation OVERLORD.

"a foothold on the Normandy beaches.

was not met,

in

large measure due to logistical

encountered

1944 the Allied forces made

by the Allies

base,

Eisenhower realized that regardless of subsequent tactical
successes, unless the lodgement could be increased and more
supplies brought ashore, Allied advances would be short lived.
Once the Allies broke Lut of the lodgement area in late July
1944 the situation reversed itself and now the Allies encountered
K

L

spectacular success in their aevance across the continent.

Losses

were light, replacements became readily available and only
logistical constraints stood in the way of a rapid advancement

V

toward Berlin.
These initial logistical problems eventually dictated
strategy to the Allies and were the cause for several tactical
mistakes made later, one of which was the hasty crossing of the
Moselle River by the Fifth Infantry Division.

This lack of a

supply base did not give Eisenhower the luxury of permitting
Montgomery, Bradley, and Patton to advance as quickly as the
tactical situation would allow.

Eisenhower made the decision to

throw the main support behind Field Marshall Montgomery's 21st
Army Group.
By early September, General Eisenhower was forced to stop
Bradley and X-acton 's First and Third Armies for lack of supplies.
Their advances had been faster than anyone had foreseen, and they
had outrun their logistics.

Until other deep sea ports could be

seized and quicker means established to speed supplies to the
front line units, no solution weci available.
Further compounding the Allied problems was the splendid job
a

'a

13

the Air Force had done in destroying the previously held German
lines of transportation in the Normandy area.

Undertaken, of

course, to retard German reinforcements, this now created

p.

additional problems for the Allies when attempting to funnel
.suppplies

to the front.
The lack of Allied offensive action in early September gave
German forces the opportunity to dig in on the Moselle River and
improve their defenses.

For the first time since July, German

reinforcements were emplaced in a thorough manner, and the West
Wall grew stronger.
Allied intelligence thought that the Germans would choose to
fight east of the Saar River behind the West Wall.,

They expected

only light resistance in the Moselle River itself, possibly just a
delaying action which would be easily brushed aside en route to
the main bottles.

The XX Corps commanded by General Walton Walker

was scheduled to cross the Moselle River in the vicinity of Metz.
One of his units, the Fifth Infantry Division, was to cross the
Moselle River south of Metz.

In an attempt to continue to exploit

the disorganization of the German armies a hasty river crossing
was planned.

-14-
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TIlE TACTICAL SITUATION
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The hoselle Valley of E,,astern
The climate
of France.

in

the region of iletz is.

The average mean temperature

degrees bahrenheit,

with the nights

The average rainfall
west at a "low
If

is

75m"m.

velocity"

climate is

then the weather

rain,
took

its

being considerably

during,, this operation

ranking off-road

toll

how.,evcr,
visibility

day.

11

in

the assault

Scptember

undoubtedly

and

being, conducted

a common occurrence,

visibility

speed

for the attack.
favored

Lenerally

the employment

This; e:eCeption
1100 hours.

impact on the brid!!,ing

Was
This

operations.

time.

-

....-.................................

on that

was good enough on both the

the winds shifted at about

at that

and

10 to 15 feet through the day.

the attack with one exception.
when

lift

the operati ons conducted

shiift %,as to have a devas;tatinp

.-..

The

crossinps of the

fog, is

to allow air support

direction

on 10 September

.

impossible.

the fog did not

to between

to have an impact on

of smoke duing

.

It

and again on the nig[:hts of 12-13

the 15th of `Scptei:;bcr

The wind

,

what you get,

Arnaville.

On the positive side,

10 and

...

is

on the men of the 5th Infantry Division as they

was reduced

was

40

colder.

ran true to form.

movement virtually

for and participated

on

is

winds are from the

and weather

In the river valley early morning

... .

for September

and the s31ies are generally overcast.

what you expect

0:otselle at Dornot and

Thin

of this portion

coupled with the relatively cool temperatures

prepared

Co

typical

The prevailing

rained heavily on 8 September
;;epte;.l)er,

France
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"The Moselle River Valley south of Metz is

approximately

500-700 yards wide and generally devoid of natural cover and
dominated on both sides by heavily

The valley is

concealment.

into and out of the valley.

wooded bluffs that control access
From Metz to Pont-a-Mousson
small towns are located
approaches

restrictive

(about

From the positions occupied
of the operation

these towns tend

by the

5th Infantry Division at

there are three avenues of approach to

the bluffs on the western

actually reaching the Moselle.

side of the flood

The northern approach

From Gravelotte
movement is

it

(north

to Ars-sur-Moselle,

restricted

to Gravelotte.

on the river,

which is

The rugged

to a single narrow draw.

immediately to the south of this avenue
At

from the other two avenues of approach.

could only be utilized

and south).

runs basically along the road from

through Vionville and Rezonville

Mars-la-Tour,

plain before

These defiles are easily

controlled by the high ground on either side

terrain

to serve

Each of these approaches must pass through a narrow

the river.
defile in

Due to the

on both banks of the river.
into the valley,

several

to movement.

as obstacles

the start

20km south of Metz)

tends to isolate
best,

this route

for a supporting attack.

The
The center approach leads from Chambley to Gorze.
village of Gorze presents an obstacle to vehicular movement,
impedes foot movement

toward

the river.

From Gorze,

through the bluffs reaches the flood plain

"- 17
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Noveant.

*

From this opening

crossing sites

into the valley a force can move to

at either Dornot or Noveant.

The southern a-oroach follows the Onville-Arnaville
which parallels the Rupt de Mad,
Movement along this avenue is
the stream and the forested

a tributary

restricted

hills

road,

of the Moselle.

to the terrain between

immediately to the north.

Once leaving the high ground to the west of the river,
attacking

force must c":oss approxiamtely

a roadway and a railroad before reaching
the high ground in

200 yards of open ground,
the river.

Additionally,

the vicinity of Fort Driant dominates access to

the river as far south as Arnaville.
Arnaville,

an

two hills

(303

and 352)

In

the immediate area

of

cover the approach and allow

direct fire to be placed on the opposite shore as far north as
•

.

Corny.
The Moselle
and 6 to 8
rivers in
gravel,

River south of Metz averages

feet in
France,

depth.
is

The current,

strong.

(Note

bridging and

approximately

The first

is

the Moselle Canal,

80 feet wide and fairly deep.

the canal.

forwarding

three water obstacles

can cross the canal at one point unassisted,
lock in

primarily

1)

At Arnaville there are actually
must be traversed.

width

when compared to the other

The river bottom is

a fact that was to aid in

operations.

300 feet in

Immediately

-

18
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which is

Dismounted infantry
this point being at a

beyond the canal is

open marshy ground that must also be bridged.

that

200 yards of

Finally,

having

crossed the marsh,

that

Complicating

the

at

of

this
the

allow
is

time
floating

at the same

problem
of

there is

enough

assault
year the

of a heavy

solved

was eventually
stream,

thereby

to allow combat

Once across

the

east

the river

side of

the

main highway
The

the

crossing

site

and

Sommy.

Fort

the

of

by the

is

the

too low

to

of

before

the

river

river.

the

reaching

Running

This

destruction

expedient
level

to

the river

ford.

an open stretch

through

of some 400 to
high ground

the
this

on

stretch

open

is

embanked.
side of

to the defender.

These

is

the fact

is

However,

simple

to ford

which is

is

river

vehicles

lowering

on the east

at Dornot

the Moselle

ponton bridge.

crossed

valley.

high ground
advantage

level

there

to Metz

definite

of

vehicles

must be

500 yards that

crossing

too deep to allow

time

a dam down

the Moselle itself.

valley

containing

control

offers

a

opposite

Immediately

a ridge line

positions

the

access

the

Fort St.

to the

Blaise
as

river

far south as Noveant.
Opposite
(Hills

325,

position.

Dornot in
direct

(Note

2)

which

From here

between

Noveant

offer

and

Arnaville,

the

vicinity

this

of Hills

be placed

area can

any

be supported

by

Blaise.

exists.

370 and

on

as well as toward

Sommy and St.

situation

similar

can

Fayg

defensive

a natural
fires

Additionally,

a

known at Cdte de

direct

from Forts Driant,

Arnaville

ground in

the wooded area

369)

the north.

fire
At

and

370,

site

crossing

is

Noveant

From

386 direct

the high
fires

can

be

19
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placed on the possible crossing sites.
in

this area is

sites,

Hill 396,

However,

the key terrain

which controls not only the crossing

but also Hills 370 and 386.

In summary,

the crossing sites at Dornot and Arnaville are

controlled by th~e heavily forested bluffs on both sides of the
river valley.

The valley itself is

wide and essentially

approximately 600 tQ 700 yards

devoid of any natural cover and concealment,

although the embankments of

the highways and railroad do provide

some limited cover from direct fire.

The Moselle River is

major obstacle that must be crossed,
vicinity of Arnaville

and Capabilities

of U.S.

Division and elements of

The order of battle

Elements of

for U.S.

the 5th Infantry Division,

had been committed at Normandy
losses had

been small.

formation.

It

the

Forces

in

the 7th Armored

forces is

mid-July,

but thus far their

The 7th Armored Division was an AUS

had some combat experience

during the pursuit

in

reasonably

were near

assumed that U.S.
personnel,

at Appendix B.

a Regular Army division,

France but had not yet participated

strengths in

in

forces committed at Dornot and Arnaville included

the 5th Infantry
Division.

compounded

by the Moselle Canal and the marsh.

Composition
The U.S.

and this is

the

forces

major fighting.

weapons systems,

It

across
may be

their authorized

fighting vehicles,

and

other key tactical equipment.
XX Corps knew that the
troops in

17th SS Panzer Grenadier Division had

the zone of advance and believed

-

20
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that elements of two

other panzer

divisions might also be encountered,

It

should be

noted that the German forces were badly demoralized by their
continual defeats across Normandy.
the advantage in

Undoubtedly,

U.S.

forces had

force strength and composition.

XX Corps had provided the 5th Infantry Division with
sufficient support forces,

with the exception of air,

to

accomplish its mission of securing a bridgehead at Arnaville.
Attached to the division was the 1103d Engineer Combat Group,
three engineer combat battalions,
battalion,

one engineer heavy ponton

one engineer treadway bridge company,

light ponton company,
84th Chemical (Smoke

one engineer

and one engineer light equipment company;
Generator)

Reconnaissance Squadron;

Company;

Troop C, 3d Cavalry

284th Field Artillery Battalion (105mm

howitzer);

449th Antiaircraft Artillery Automatic Weapons

Battalion;

818th Tank Destroyer Battalion (Self-Propelled);

Tank 13attalion

with

(Medium);

735th

Combat Command B, 7th Armored Division.

Available to support the crossing were the 5th Field Artillery
Group,

with three battalions;

three artillery battalions;

204th Field Artillery Group,

and the 203d Field Artillery Group,

with five artillery battalions.
from the XIX Tactical

Air support,

when provided,

Air Command's 23d Squadron,

Bomber Group which was comprised of P-47s.
committed U.S.

with

came

36th Fighter

Lac'- of air support of

forces at Dornot was a reult of Brest having

priority of all air assets.

At Arnaville,

air support was

available and helped to influence the battle.
-21-
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While

sufficient

accomplishment

forces had

of the mission,

because of space

limitations.

been allocated

for the

several units could not be utilized
At Dornot,

one of infantry and artillery.

the battle was primarily

Sufficient

bridgehead area could

not be secured on the east bank of the Moselle to employ the armor
assets of Combat Command B,

7th Armored

5th Infantry Division.

Regiment,

Thus,

Division and llth

Infantry

these assets were forced

to remain on the west bank and support the infantry elements as
best they could.

At Arnaville,

with the same problem;
allowing

thu forces

One area

"Before it

bridgehead was expanded

Irwin,

and the 5th Infantry Division Commander,
was the lack of sufficient

had gained contact at Dornot,

Later,

reinforcements,

Combat Command R,

was halted and designated

at Arnaville,

reserve forces.

MG Irwin asked corps

but none were forthcoming.

forgotten.

7th

the corps reserve

It

for

was noted that

corps had considered a "reshuffling plan" of its front,
plan was soon

faced

of grave concern for both the XX Corps Commander,

Armored Division,
force.

the

forces were initially

to operate as a combined arms team.

Major General Walker,
Major General

however,

U.S.

but this

No mention was made as to the

availability of CCR.
Technology
The battle at Dornot and Arnaville saw no substantial
in

the technological

with one exception,

level of the weaponry of the opposing

smoke.

"It

had been anticipated
"- 22

change
forces

that

-Fq

S7

"crossings of the Moselle would inicially and for some time after
establishment of bridgeheads
observation.
operations
screen

A new technique
had therefore been

to assist

on truck-driving
the Normandy

It

theater.
had

the

the

Unfortunately,

at the time of

Not u.itil the crossing at Arnaville was it
The assignment was new in

of its kind in

worked with

action."

(Note

Its

3)

Company
mission

a smoke
Like

had
at

supporting

generator

similar

not

been

Arnaville

many

the entire European

Neither the 5th Division nor its

unit

smoke

a river

generator

trained
was

in

engineers

for

units,

offensive

to be a new experience

concerned.

The unit
Engineer

a

the 84th had not yet arrived from employment

was the first

operations.

forward smoke

to the 5th Division on 6

iew assignment.

84th Chemical

for all

a large-area

The 84th Chemical Company,

was attached

beaches.

ever before

crossing

planned:

tasks with tlie Red Ball Express supply route from

to begin its

ways.

Third Army river crossing

to provide such a screen.

the Dornot crossing,

abit

in

bridging efforts.

smoke generator unit,
September

be exposed to commanding German

was

Combat

bridges

at

placed

Group

under

who had

Arnaville.

operational
the

control

responsibility

General

the

1103d

of constructing

supervision

remained with the Division Chemical Officer.

of

of

the

84th

Based upon a brief

meteorological study of the area conducted by the Division
Chemical Officer,
approximately

it

was determined to locate the unit

1000 yards west of Arnaville.
-

23
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It

was anticipated

that the prevailing wind would carry the smoke through Arnaville,
spread it

over the crossing site

The resulting haze would

protection

positions.

thus cover the entire crossing area and

deny enemy air and artillery
and the crossing site.

and into enemy hill

observation of both the approaches
The selected

from enemny fire

location also provided

and could be readily supplied.

Smoke operations with the new M2 smoke generator
tiine on 10 September.

However,

an unexpected

direction about four hours into the operation
screen being blown away

from the crossing

of a wind change occuring,

alternate

had not

sites

been conducted.

change in

wind

resulted in

site.

the possibility

began on

the

Having discounted

reconnaissance

Little

of

time was wasted

finding a new position and smoke operations were resumed.
position was only a
personnel

position.

This action was attributed

inexperience.
throughout
success.

The new

few yards from the river and combat.

the unit's

had to be "persuaded"

With one exception,

to take

in

Many of

up their new

to the unit's

combat

smoke operations continued

the crossing of the Moselle at Arnaville
During the morning of 11 September,

with great

an engineer officer

deternlined that the smoke operations were interfering with his
bridge construction activities.
operations

to be halted.

dissipated,
site.

Therefore,

he ordered

the smoke

Within minutes after the smoke had

German artillery reacted with deadly accuracy on the

The chemical officer immediately ordered that the screen be

re-eatablished.
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and Administrative Systems

Si.,Logistical

The logistical problems

that had slowed down

the Third Army's

advance continued at Dornot and Arnaville.

However,

temporary

solutions

problem,

airfields

had been found.

were constructed

To ease the fuel

and fuel was flown in

to the units.

resupply coupled with the fuel brought in
Normandy

beaches enabled U.S.

5th Infantry
problems.

Division,

via highway from the

forces to resume the offensive.

however,

faced additional

Armored Division)
Arnaville,

(2d

Rattnlion,

The

logistical

One such problem was a lack of maps.

committed at Pornot

This aerial

The units

11th Infantry and CCB,

7th

had maps of no larger scale than 1:100,000.

the map situation was not much better.

than two hours before the first

battalion

It

was

At

less

was to cross when maps

of 1:25,000 scale were received.
A more alarming
ammunition.

logistical constraint occurred

with artillery

The same lengthy lines of communication

that had

caused the gasoline drought was causing a sometime chronic
shortage of artillery
artillery
day,

ammunition.

On 9 and

units fired a total of about
significantly

depleting

10 September XX Corps

20,000 artillery

their supplies.

rounds per

Air support

to take over some of the artillery

missions throughout

Army area.

shortage,

Despite the ammunition

artillery

battalions in

Arnaville

fired a total of

On 12 September,

the total

the Third

the 13 field

support of the 5th Infantry
12,774 rounds on

was able

Division at

10 and 11 September.

number of rounds fired by the

25
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battalions fell to 5,733.

Often a large portion of the fires were

directed to repel counterattacks.

Counterbattery

be fired unless exact enemy locations were known.

fires would not
This was done

"so that ammunition could be conserved.
As the crossing progressed at Arnaville,
assault crossing

boats became

damaged and/or

more and more
inoperative.

other engineer equipment was being repaired or replaced,

While

there is

no evidence to suggest that the same was true for the assault
boats.

As bridge construction was being completed

these boats were often seen

at Arnaville,

being continually bailed

out in

order

to remain afloat.
At battalion
During the first
ammunition
water.

level an additional

i)gistical problem occurred.

crossing at Dornot, soldiers carried as much

as they possibly could along with their one canteen of

What they left

behind were their rations.

foothold was established

on the east bank,

As soon as a

assault crossing

boats

had to be utilized to carry rations.
A final logistical
replacement

system.

Commander and
about

As mentioned

reconstituted

in

equipment were also involved.

time to be utilized at Arnaville.
personnel in
Again,

26
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nature,

the lengthy

were the source of the problems.
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both the XX Corps

Units engaged at Dornot were not

While the problem was primarily

communication

earlier,

the 5th Infantry Division Commander were concerned

reinforcements.

sufficiently

problem revolved around the personnel

supplies and

lines of
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System

Command and control at both Dornot and Arnaville was lacking.
As elements of the 7th Armored Division (CCB)
Division closed on Dornot,

neither organization

the other's presence or impending arrival.
verbal orders
in

received
command.

However,

by BG Thompson,

troops

this information had not been
and he thought he was in

To further confuse the issue,

an unknown staff officer

in

Dornot and stated that

Infantry would follow CCB.

The commander

established

contact

the 2d Bn,

The mixture of CCB and llth

at Dornot had produced a maze of
picture.

command of all

CCB Commander,

from corps arrived

es•

had any idea of

MG Irwin had received

from XX Corps placing him in

the Dornot area.

and the 5th Infantry

of 2d Bn,

perplexity

in

11th
Infantry

the command

11th Infantry finally

with his regimental

commander

to find out if

he should proceed with his crossing with elements of CCB attached
to him for the crossing.
orders received

by MG Irwin

the unit to his own.
conversation,

regimental commander
in

Later,

BG Thompson,

interpreted

the manner that attached
unaware of the previous

11th Infantry

To prevent

further

to assist his

confusion,

granted BG Thompson's request.

the

The confusion

the command relationship was not totally resolved until 9

September when CCB was officially

attached

to the 5th Infantry

Division and the 2d Infantry Combat Team attached to the 7th
*.~t
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the

11th Regiment Commander to request

the 2d Bn,

of the Moselle.

commander

from corps in

also contacted

permission to utilize
crossing

The regimentai

.
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"Armored Division.
A lack of command and control was also evident when BG
Thompson was relieved

from command of CCB.

By some means,

it

had

been reported to 7th Armored Division Headquarters

that BG

Thompson

7 September and

had established

then had withdrawn

bridgehead

in

rank.

had actually

annihilated

at Dornot on

For his actions,

it.

command and reduced

a bridgehead

Later,

it

he was relieved
was discovered

been only a patrol

by the Germans.

of

that the

that was almost

Thompson was exonerated

and restored

to his former rank.
Other examples also point toward n lack of command and
control:

engineers

not present to man the assault crossing

units becoming intermixed on the far shore after crossing,
soldiers

leaving

If

of communications.

degree,

At Dornot all

SCR-284s,

this picture

was in

the area

communications equipment

and SCR-536s)

worked to perfection.

to the battalion command

radio worked so well,

To a

it

post at Dornot.

Because the

became the sole means of communication

Dornot.

Communications

However,

units did not rely on the radio as the sole means.

worked feverishly

to lay the necessary

the bridgehead

- 28-.
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land lines.

Units

This network

for the rapid response of artillery

support to the infantry units in
-.4

at

worked equally as well at Arnaville.

of land lines was given credit

*

it

this perfection was aided by the proximity of the

bridgehead

* %, + .

and

their positions.

there was a bright spot in

(SCR-300s,

boats,

area.
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Intelligence
The intelligence collected during the battles at Dornot and
Arnaville was rarely utilized.

As the 1st ".... tvlion,

11th

Infantry closed on Arnaville they recognized that they were being
virtually ignored by the few Germans that occupied the area.

This

indicated that their location offered a more likely crossing spot
than did Dornot,

where enemy reaction continued to be violent.

This information was passed on to higher headquarters but
apparently not considered

in view of the high concentration

of

infantry and armor in Dornot.
Throughout smoke screening operations at Arnaville,

artillery

observation aircraft were often sent up to observe the
effectiveness of the screen.

There is

no evidence that these

"aircraft reported any information concerning

enemy forces during

these flights.
Reconnaissance

was primarily conducted by the 5th Cavalry

Reconnaissance Troop,
Division.

Often,

overlooked.
place,

Mechanized,

assigned to the 5th Infantry

intelligence gathered by this unit was

As expansion of the Arnaville bridgehead was taking

elements of the reconnaissance troop were sent into the

town of Arry.
unoccupied.

Upon their return,
No U.S.

they reported that the town was

forces were sent to secure the town.

Later,

this lack of action proved to be somewhat detrimental to U.S.
,,

forces.

The enemy forces used Arry to launch several of their

counterattacks

against the 5th Infantry Divsion and often hid Mark
-

29
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V tanks in its streets.
Overall,
negligible.

the impact of intelligence on the battles was
If

anything,

XX Corps had over-estimated the strength

and composition of enemy forces it

faced.

Doctrine and Training
Prior to Dornot and Arnaville,
engaged

in

a rapid

pursuit of enemy forces across Normandy.

reaching the Moselle,
and were forced
Armored

Upon

they had outrun their lines of communication

into more deliberate

actions.

Whi.le both the 7th

Division and the 5th Infantry Division were experienced

river crossings,
action.
64

units of the XX Corps had been

neither had participated

At Dornot,

and initially

pure and not as a combined

in

any major combat

at Arnaville,

arms team.

in

units had

This proved

to fight

to be decisive

"at Dornot as the U.S. forces could not bring their full combat
power

to bear.

"With the exception of the 84th Chemical (Smoke
Company,

there is

no indication that

Generator)

the level of thoroughness

and

the degree and quality of individual training was insufficient

for

the assigned mission.

for

logistics,

prior

All units were combat effective,

except

to the battle.

Condition and Morale
At Dornot,

the morale of the soldiers was initially high.

the battle continued,

there was an appreciable

drop.

As

While

optimism for an expanded bridgehead

remained high at levels above

regimant,

realized that if

the men at the bridgehead

-
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German

the small foothold that

pressure continued

The men were ready to be withdrawn,

not be held.
not occur

they had

At one point,

there were

wounded soldiers were given
would reveal their

not to yell out for help as it

could

this would

but

Still,

until gains were made at Arnaville.

bright spots.

gained

the order

position and the

The order was strictly

positions of others to the enemy.
followed.

the situation was different;

At Arnaville,

orders were carried out to the letter.

made.

Here,

too,

cases,

soldiers had to be persuaded,

out.

Morale and condition

bad.

Rain,

remained

and fog began

sleet,

the soldiers.

In

high until the weather

to have a demoralizing

was being accomplished

being
some

orders were carried

but still

Nonbattle losses began to rise.

that the mission

gains were

However,

turned

effect on

the fact

off-set these negative

aspects.

Leadership
Leadership was s,.perb throughout both battles.
officers and

noncommissioned

At Dornot,

officers carried out their orders

while looking out for the interests of their soldiers.
engineers failed

to show up at the crossing

site,

company officers

loaded the boats and saw them across to the east bank.
soldiers of different units became intermixed,

NCOs reorganized them.
lieu of rations,

first

When

the officers and

When the soldiers carried ammunition in
insured that

the leadership

supply boats.

When

rations were in

As the leadership was wounded or killed,
-
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the

the junior leaders stepped in and continued to carry out the
assigned mission.

The same examples were evident at Arnaville.

Outstanding leadership exhibited by U.S. forces was perhaps the
single-most important advantage held by either side.
Composition and Capabilities of German Forces
German forces committed at Dornot and Arnaville included
Division Number 462, 17th SS Panzer Grenadier Division, 3d Panzer
Grenadier Division, 106th Panzer Bripade, and 115th Panzer
Grenadier Regiment, 15th Panzer Grenadier Division. (See Appendix
C)

The exact strength and composition of thesa units is difficult

to ascertain.

E..

The Germans had been pushed back from the English

Channel by the Allied advance and had sustained tremendous losses
in both men and equipment.

Hitler's directive at the time did not

allow units destroyed in combat to be removed from their order of
battle, but rather required them to continue to be manned and
filled as replacements were available.

Furthermore, the sketchy

and often contradictory information retained by an army under
pressure in a withdrawal situation adds to the difficulty of
accurately describing the German situation.
Division Number 462,

the "school division",

was an

organizational makeshift comprised of various school and fortress
troops and commanded by the faculty and administrative personnel
of the German military schools located at Metz.
*

The division

lacked both the service units and heavy weapons organic to a
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regular division; however, the student troops, picked for the most
part for further training as officers and noncommissioned officers
after having demonstrated superior abilities in the field, were
among the elite of the German Army.

Subordinate

to the newly

formed division was the 1215th, 1216th, and 1217th Regiments.

The

division, although manned by professionals with spirit, was both
untried and seriously lacking equipment and support.
The 17th SS Panzer Grenadier Division was batlie weary and
lacked most of its tanks and assault guns.

It had been heavily

engaged in the Normandy battles and had fought a running rear
guard action against the Third Army during the August retreat.
Even so, it was still one of the better German divisions on the
Western Front.

This unit consisted of the 37th and 38th Panzer

Grenadier Regiments as well as elements of the 49th and 51st
Panzer Grenadier Brigades which had been absorbed into the
division in late August.
The 3d Panzer Grenadier Division was deployed on the east
bank and covered the flank of the iMetz position.

The division

took part in the fighting around Metz only during the first few
days of the battle.
The 1st Army's only armored reserve was the untried 106th
Panzer Brigade, which began assembling in the vicinity of
Luxembourg in late August.

Panzer brigades such as the 106th were

formed in various sectors in an effort to retain parts of
formations which had been defeated in earlier fighting.
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Usually

they consisted of a motorized infantry battalion, an armored
battalion with 33 Panthers and 11 assault guns, an engineer
company, and a headquarters and service company.

S
K

K-

The 115th Panzer Grenadier Division Regiment,

15th Panzer

Grenadier Division, moved into the area and participated in
counterattacks on 11 and 12 September.

The right of 12 September,

the 15th Panzer Grenadier Division began a move south to the Nancy
sector leaving the burden of the Arnaville fight to the 17th SS
and elements of the 3d Panzer Grenadier Division.
The German armies on the Western Front were supported by one
weak tactical air force, Third Air Force, which possessed only 573
serviceable aircraft of all types.

A total lack of air support

contributed to the success of the Americans.
On 6 September, D-Day for the new offensive, the XX Corps 0-2
drew up an estimate of the possible German strength in front of
the corps.

Altogether the corps expected to meet a maximum of

38,500 enemy troops and 160 tanks and assault gunis. (Note 4)

A

best estimate places the strength of the German forces at about
16,000 men with approximately 80 tanks and field guns (exclusive

'

of fortress artillery).
By 5 September some order had been brought out of the chaos
current in the last week of August, stragglers had been returned
to their proper units and an organized front could be presented to
meet a continuation of the American advance.

But the forces

facing the XX Corps were a mixture of miscellaneous battalions,
-34
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detached regiments,
greatly in

and understrength

training,

armament,

divisions,

which varied

and combat value from very good to

poor.
Technology
German tanks were superior

in

many

respects to American

tanks.

The German Mark IV Panzer and Mark V Panther

larger,

higher velocity main

off-road

trafficability.

guns,

The Mark IV was equipped

long-barrelled main gun and two
50mm-thick

thicker armor,

frontal armor.

7.92mm machine

tanks had

and better
with a 75mm

guns and had

The Mark V had the same weaponry with

frontal armor 120mm thick.
The American

tanks,

on the other hand,

were less thickly

armored and therefore lighter and more maneuverable.
had the advantage

*

of having

power driven turrets as opposed

hand canks used on the German

tanks.

Logistical and Administrative

Systems

The months of June,
defeat

July,

equipment,

and August had brought one German

and horses during the great

the East and West had gravely

refitting

The need

of units was a monumental

logistical

and administrative

challenge

systems.

communication.
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for replacements
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7

and

for the German

The one positive effect of

the German withdrawal was the shortening of lines of

A

retreats in

impaired the combat effectiveness

and mobility of the Field Army.

*

to

after another on both the Eastern and Western Fronts.

Losses of men,

"'

They also

Because of the tremendous losses of tanks in Normandy,
ordered that the basic tank model,

the Mark IV,

one for one by the heavier Panther.
decree,

Hitler

should be matched

As a result of Hitler's

the German factories stepped up production of the Panther

and the superheavy Tiger during July and August.
Early in

August Hitler ordered that the Western Front should

be given priority on the tanks coming off the assembly lines.
Contrary to the advice of his armored experts,

he decreed that the

Panthers should not be used to refit the depleted and burned-out
Panzer divisions already in

being but should go straight from the

factory to the new Panzer brigades,

which he envisaged as mobile

reserves capable of immediate commitment.
Command,

Control,

(Note

5)

and Communications Systems

The defeats suffered on the Russian Front during the winter
of 1941-42 gave Hitler the excuse for greater centralized control
with him as the supreme military commander.
personal control was so well established
placement of divisions was in
Hitler's life in July 1944,

By 1944 Hitler's

that even the direct

his hands.

After the attempt on

what little

influence the field

commanders and the General Staff had managed to retain was ended.
In fact,

litler

and the OKW Staff mistrusted the field commanders

and sought evidence of treason in

each defeat suffered at the

hands of the Allies.
The disposition of command and decision in
man,

far removed from the practical
-
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front,

was evidenced in

the late spring and early summer of 1944

by an almost complete abnegation
mo'ility in

of the principles of maneuver

the conduct of the war in

previously

issued a directive

in

France.

September

and

Hitler had

1942,

which contained

the essence of the Ilitlerian dogma on the unyielding defense and
which still

further

authority

and initiative.

commander,

stripped

the German

No army commander

Hitler had written,

withdrawal"

without

field commanders

or army group

could undertake

the express

of

a "tactical

permission of the Fuehrer.(Note 6)

Frequent and rapid changes of command of the German
was also destablizing and degraded
the units.

This is

Commander-in-Chief
July,

best
West:

the fighting effectiveness

illustrated

by the

changes in

Von Kluge replaced

Nodel assumed command on

forces

17 August,

of

the

von Rundstedt on

and on 5 September

2
the

command was again given to von Rundstedt.
Trhe system of communications

was extremely

poor primarily

to losses.

The 47th Panzer Corps had virtually no signal

equipment

and the First Army had only one signal battalion,

was

run ragged repairing

wire breaks.

fortress telephone network had

At the

tactical

been repaired and was in

due

which

level,

the

good

working order.
Intelligence

German intelligence expected the principle assault to be
Patton's Third Army and their intention was to stop the advance
with their First Army and counterattack on the southern flank.
-

.4 -
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depended on captured

The German intelligence

American

used to ascertain

documents which they skillfully

Because of the supremacy of the Allied air forces,

intentions.

or no aerial reconnaissance

the Germans had little
Their ability

to paint a detailed

was therefore

limited

adequate

prisoners and

for defensive

formations

picture of the Allied
front

local,

but their

planning.(Note

them.

to assist

line intelligence was

7)

Doctrine and Training
German

doctrine prior

point of main effort,

to 1944 stressed

significantly

In

advance
deployed

primarily to the lack of men

the mobile or elastic defense

was almost devoid of troops.
positions,

the secondary

line

the front

the attacker overran the forward

If

would halt the enemy

line of defense

force

and the Germans would counterattack

with a mobile

just to the rear of the secondary

line of defense.

As previously noted,

the level of training

the German units.

The composition of

seasoned veterans,

to injured veterans,

stragglers,

to young draftees,

Division Number 462,
formed

tactics changed

German

The mobile or elastic defense concept

during 1944.

was adopted as the most viable due
and equipment.

Since this doctrine was

as the main attack.

not suited to defensive operations,

varied

the units ranged

from

to averaged men,

to officer

to

and NCO students.

primary combatants,

one of the

greatly in

was newly

and was consequently not trained as a fighting unit.

Officer Candidate

or

the Schwerpunkt,

The

Regiment and the NCO School of Military District

-
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XII Regiment were, however, made up of highly trained "elite"
I+.

troops.

The other primary combatant, the 17th SS Panzer Grenadier

Division, havi'ng recently absorbed two brigades and scheduled for
refit, was likewise not adequately trnined as a fighting unit.
ilDa

toI 1~pSmeptembere

.

Conditions and Morale

ToevGermade

fporce

werel

demraized elite.

ie,

Conditions and morale very much favored the Americans.
','iiDuin tros
the

On

thefrs
fewidarys
cofbtanteme,
the
17th
Frontdier
Westernh Front
the German
Field Army had
lost inrmane
excess
of

300,000 dead, wounded, and missing in action in the battles from

the west had begun
coordinated and

to stablize itself

homogeneous

four hundred miles

defense

somewhat,
still

although

a

was lacking along the

between Switzerland and the North Sea

Logisticnl difficulties were harassing and impeding the advance of

the Al lied armies.

A few fresh troops had arrived to reinforce

the tired and disheartened German divisions.

Furthermore,

Germans had now been driven b)ack onto a system of rivers,

the

canni8,

mountains, and fortifications which although far from impregnable,
favored the defender.
./::coorinaed
-•.fou

ad

hmogeeou

The

fortifications, in particular, gave the
defnsestil

wa

.rtth
Germanhudretroops miesbeteenSwizerandan
an added feeling of safety and,

lc

ing along

th

....
hence,
a ea.*..b*****.
significant

morale boost.
Leadership
Leadership at the highest levels was being stifled by Hitler.
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Ever since the attempted
Fuehrer

-y

W

assassination

had tightened his controls.

of hitler

in

sue

German armies to stand and hold

initiative.

the years since the conquest

the death"

Morale
that Germany

ordered

the retreating

front of the West Wall in

in

for rearming

but which he regarded

the

July,

for peace.

At the beginning of September hitler

to gain time needed

-

and even

was low and many senior German commanders believed
should ImmediaLely

-

-

suspicion of his

Hitler's

leadership and

further constrained

U.

threat of relief

field commanders and the pervasive
execution

.-

which in

the West Wall defenses,

of France had

as potentially

fallen

into disrepair,
This "defend

impregnable.

order compounded the leadership

order

to

challenge within the

Mhetz area.
The nature

of the battle fought along the Moselle

that American units had a more flexible
permitted and supported
initiative.

both individual

Americans

the homeland and that a good
delay that

leadership structure which
and small unit leader
can

possessed a leadership advantage.

many of the Germans recognized

fight.

XX Corps,
Army had run

On

the other hand,

the fight might soon be for

that

Additionally,

._Immediate

be argued that the

defense at Metz might prevent

dictated that both soldiers and

-

it

From this perspective,

reveals

German
leaders

or

tradition and example
do their Jobs as directed.

Military Objectives

the main combat force of the Third United States

short of fuel

for its

armored

units by

1 September
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when it

had reached

reconnaissance

the French city of Verdun.

reports indicated

panic stricken.

The American

the enemy was in

to once again continue their

September,

fuel supplies had

for the XX Corps

American

By 6

drive toward

the city of

The mission of XX Corps called for

forces to cross the Sarre and

city of Netz and drive to the Rhine.
offer unexpected

offensive.

for gasoline

been replenished and orders were

to resume its

Mainz on the Rhine River.

disarray and

forces waited anxiously

with which

given

Overly optimistic

resistance,

it

l!oselle Rivers,

capture the

the city of !Ietz

Should

was to be bypassed and the offense

continued.
"...field

0

10,

order

various plans considered
effect that afternoon,

the most ambitious and far reaching
during

the waiting

6 September,

of crossings on the Sarre River,
Moselle,

and upon Army order,

on the Rhine.
Lindsay

cicD.

advance of the infantry,
might still

plum",

continuation

was ordered

and its

Metz and its

labeled intermediate

C

'.•.".•'

.'.. .

directed seizure

miles east of
of the advance

itself

did not
and strike

The two cities

41
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that

line of resistance

objectives..."(Note

;.*•.

tihe
to Mainz

the hope that the armor

northern neighbor Thionville

-

into

under command of ,IG

Netz

bridges.

XX Corps -

e

in
If

positions for the German

be put

to cross the tloselle in

apparently

the anchor

,'.•'.""•'•.

It

the armor was to bypass it

for the Sarre River

.".'".'Z

some thirty

find a bridge intact.

"like a ripe

•.

at 1400.

The 7th Armored Division,
Silvester,

period,

of

-

in

fall
straight
formed
front of

were

8)

-

& .""."'."."
.'"."....."....."...........''.".".'""

.".'.'.'.'.'.'"''"'

..

The American

forces were soon to discover

that the operation

was not to be as easy as their early optimistic reconnaissance
reports had indicated.

German resistance

the most vicious fighting in
to earn the nickname
who attempted

the entire war.

"fortress Metz"

to capture

from the

Mletz - Thionville

was soon
infantrymen

estimated that troops available

did not intend
area.

to peLinit a

Even a retreat

behind

because the Hetz fortifications

extended on both sides of the River.

On 4 September,

OB West,

of the sector were

for defense

to four and one-half divisions.

(Note

9)

The primary objective of XX Corps was to reach
River and prepare

some of

the city.

the Moselle was not contemplated,

equivalent

!letz itself

from the American

Hitler and his military advisors
withdrawal

was to result in

the Rhine

for the invasion of the German heartland.

The

German forces on the other hand had no intention of withdrawing
defensive

positions behind the R,'ine River and were

to defeat the American

establish a bridgehead across
to capture

city of 1letz itself.
accomplish
crossing;

bridges across the Sarre River and the

(See

this mission,

force was to

the Moselle River south of Iletz and

Haps

1 8 2 at Appendix

XX Corps directed

D)

In

bridgehead

(a

deliberate and well planned river crossing

operation)

be established at the city of Arnaville.
-

order

that a hasty river

be attempted at the city of Dornot and a second

"- 42
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given orders

forces in place.

The immediate objective of the American

then proceed

to

to

German forces
surrounding
defensive

had fortified

area.

In

positions,

the city of Metz and the

addition

to newly constructed

the Germans

had occupied a number of forts

that had been constructed prior to WWI.
St.

Blaise and Sommy,

Driant,

"Besides

the elaborate west-bank

the two forts of

fortification,

with a connecting southern reinforcement,

Battery,

provided the strongest opposition

eloselle

in

1870 and

this sector.

1914,

American

but it

feature in

the wars of

was sited so that its
Emplaced on the

the vicinity,

the effect of its

troops."(Note

Thus,

to :,etz,

the

primarily to defend

the Noselle Valley as well.

highest west-bank terrain
already illustrated

the Noselle

Built by the Germans between

the southwestern approaches

Fort

to a crossing of

Fort Driant had been designed

batteries dominated

and occupied

Fort Driant had

batteries to the attacking

10)

the German mission was simple,

from their occupied

positions on both the east and west banks of the Moselle River
they were to prevent

the American

forces from penetrating

line of defense and to prevent any establishment

of a

their

bridgehead

across the Moselle.
Considering
plague

the German

occurred in
might have

the lack of artillery
defense and

ammunition which was to

the disorganization

the face of the American
been better advised

advance,

the German

forces

to withdraw to the Rhine and

establish a stronger defensive position.

,

that had

Close air support was

also to favor the American forces and was to prove to be
-
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particularly effective in

defeating the German aimored forces.

The defense of Hctz and the IMoc'elle River were,

however,

well

organized and cost the American forces heavy casualties.

The

crossing attempt at Dornot was particularly costly, almost
suicidal in effect, yet it was the atteimpt at Dornot and the
distraction it caused the Germans which allowed for

8

successful

crossing and the establishment of a bridgehead at Arnaville.
ligt

f this fact,

with their goals.

In

it must be said that the selection of the
It must also be said that the specific

operation at Dornot could have been better planned and supported.
Availability of close air support and a modest armored

force

to

support the small bridgehead would have reduced American

casualties

considerably and possibly even led to tho success of

this specific mission.
Feasible Courses of Action
Although American forces had several courses of action
available to them,
in

intelligence indicated that the German Army was

flight and confusion

advance.

had

in

the Americans

face of the highly successful American
been aware

German forces around Myetz and

of the strength of the

the foct that

the German

Army

had

recently been reinforced in the area, they would no doubt have

given serious consideration

to bypassing
ev

etz and its immediate

area in search of a weaker penetration point.

Intelligence,

however, believed the Germans would fitht a delaying action and
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make their major stand behind the Siegfried
West Wall defensive system.

the Franco-Prussian

War and World Var I,

undergone some changes

In

general,

system outmoded,

the Germans between

and was known to have

by French engineers in

the Germans had made since capturing
known.

when Metz became

the city had been heavily

The present system was built by

fortified.

themselves

Since Roman times,

that sector,

• -

a part of the

"The "Ietz fortifications

provided a big question mark.
a hub for roads in

Line,

."-

1939.

the forts in

What changes
1940 was not

the fortified

the XX Corps staff believed

and both the Third Army and XX Corps tended

to

assume that the Germans would at most fight a delaying action at

the MIoselle and that the main enemy stand would be made east of
the Sarre River behind the Siegfried Line.
virtually

assumption,
was

no information

any event,

to achieve

their

they could

bypass

dangerous
advanced

on the Metz fortifications

not even to regiments."(Note

transmitted to lower units,
In

Apparently on this

XX Corps had only two real
primary goal of reaching

options if

11)

they were

the Rhine River.

First

the area of Metz and leave a potentially

pocket of German resistance

in

their

rear as they

to the Rhine or they could defeat Netz.

As Netz was not

they chose the latter

expected to be heavily defended,
alternative.

The German forces on the other hand had but two choices;
defend at the Mqoselle and the vicinity of Metz or withdraw to the
• '.

Siegfried Line.

The German

high command had no intention of

-
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withdrawing

or even of fighting a delaying

action.

defend on both sides of the Moselle and attempt
Americans

in

or in

the American commander,

the

Colonel Yuill of the llth

intended to cross the •'oselle

at the cities

the vicinity of the city of Arnaville.

was to be avoided as
defenses in

to defeat

place.

Initially,
Infantry,

They would

A crossing at Dornot

the Germans were suspected

this area.

of Noveant

of having

heavy

A fact which was to be born out later when

the Americans were to attempt a crossing at Dornot,

an operation

doomed from the beginning due to a lack of planning and strong
enemy resistance.
Incorrect

interpretation of information at XX Corps

Headquarters was also to play an important
River

crossing.

good,

in

correct

Intelligence

Dornot was destined
for crossing

recommendations

and

some difficulty

not particularly
in

getting

the two sites

selected

There can be no doubt that had staff

the factors of NETT-T been

Dornot would never have entered the operation
the mission

the Moselle

own units and their situation.

to become one of

the Moselle.

in

on enemy forces was

fact XX Corps encountered
information about its

part

to cross the Hoselle,

properly utilized
plans.

In

light of

the enemy was far too strong for

such an inherently risky operation.

Particularly when considering

a"

the fact that
was in

easy

the artillery

of Ft.

Driant

range of Dornot and could

(held

by the Germans)

be easily directed

"Germans from the heights opposite the bridgehead.
a4
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the vicinity

of Dornot was also marshy and severely

use of available armor.
through the occupation
Dornot.

It

is

The Germans also controlled
of two old forts

directly opposite of

but XX Corps demanded that the crossing

before the infantry and armored units had adequate

All

time

in

all,

the factors

of MEIITT-T as we know

extent the German
yet it

surrounding

It

Lo

Even in

that

the area

vicinity of Dornot was a German

light of this information,

"determined to cross tha Iloselle at Dornot,
intelligence

either

forces intended to defend the area surrounding

the immediate

strongpoint.

them were

was not known as to what

had been correctly determined

reports and in

XX Corps

based on incorrect

the face of the immediate commander's

dissenting opinion.
The operation

conducted

at Dornot was a disaster.

succezss of this operation was

that it

simultaneously

at Arnaville.

"47

The sole

did help to distract the

Germans from the better planned bridging operation

co

be made

their efforts.

largely ignored or misinterpreted.

i-etz,

key heights

true that more than enough troops were available

make the crossing,

coordinate

limited the

conducted
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"On the morning of 7 September 1944 in
I-Ietz,

France,

the 7th Armored Division,

Infantry Division,
the river,

approached

the region

followed by the 5th

the Ioselle

from the west.

they were opposed by units of the

Grenadier Division acting as a covering
Division Number

advance of the infantry,

force.

East of the river,
positions.

from the 23d Armored

gun fire,

The

the German

the Moselle in

the vicinity

crossing of the river was made by a patrol
Infantry Battalion,

the afternoon of 7 September.
,achine

in

presumably using existing bridges.

defenses west of the river and reached
The initial

The

to cross the Moselle

7th Armored Division broke through a weak point in

of Dornot.

West of

17th SS Panzer

462 manned the German defensive

7th Armored Division had been ordered

southwest of

7th Armored Division,

The patrol was driven

losing two of the three assault

back

on

by

boats and most

of the men.
Unfortunately,
Infantry

XX Corps believed

that the 23d Armored

Battalion had gained a toehold on the east bank and

ordered the 5th Infantry Division to use the 23d Armored Infantry
to augment its own units,

pass through the 7th Armored Division,

and cross the Moselle at Dornot.
Division,
The

The 1lth Infantry,

was the primary unit to attempt

11th Regimental

high ground in

the Dornot crossing.

Commander ordered the 3d Battalion to secure

the vicinity of Dornot,

secure Arnaville.

5th Infantry

and the 1st Battalion

to

The 2d Battalion was to conduct the crossing.

Upon reaching Dornot,

3d Battalion was surprised to encounter
"- 49
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Combat Command B (CCB),

7th Armored Division.

Neither unit was

aware of the other's presence or impending

arrival.

violent enemy reaction in

the order to cross was

sustained.
U.S.

the Dornot area,

There was little

armor and infantry

coordination

units.

Despite

at this time between the

XX Corps ordered

that CCB be

attached to the 5th Infantry Division for the crossing,
had not received the orders.

This caused general confusion

area since both the 23d Armored

Infantry,

CCB,

road

into Dornot clogged with vehicles while rain along with

had received

orders to cross at Dornot.

the traffic,

the rampant confusion

of the 2d Battalion,

Battalion,

CCB,

and attempted

eventually

l1th Infantry,

coordinated

boats and confusion
until

11th Infantry supported
fire from its

struck.

in

. ,. n ' . .'...

...

the late arrival

1045 on 8 September.

The 3d Battalion,
gun and mortar

11th Infantry,

.

,

.'

-

'

in

,

,.

Heavy

the crossing but few point targets were

The bulk of the crossing

. . -

but

high ground position south of Dornot.

foot deep obstacle

. .. ,

the 23d

the area caused the crossing

troops were from the 2d

and a few from 23d Battalion,

Their task was to descend to the river,
6-7

and

the crossing with machine

fires supported

Battalion,

the battalion

to salvage some control of the situation.

order to be delayed

artillery

With the

the crossing at their level

The crossing was to begin at daylight,
of assault

the

the situation was muddled.

at higher levels,

commanders

in

2d Battation,

Infantry,

Despite

, ,. ,.

and

llth

German fire harassing

•

but CCB

cross the 90 yard wide and

open assault

- ,,

. .

-
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boats,

.

.','

and gain a foothold
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on the east bank.

This bank had 400 yards of flatland before it

started rising to Fort St.
range of east

first

Blaise and Fort Sommy embedded
The only cover in

bank hills.

objective was a small horseshoe shaped

atop the

the crossing

patch of woods on the east

bank.
The first

wave of assault boats

boat group carrying Company F,
rifle,

machine

With Company C,

gun,

mortar,

2d Battalion,

and artillery

C Battalion,

crossing continued

debarked at 1115.

came under German

fire

7th Engineers,

This five

almost immediately.

assisting,

with Company G next to cross.

the

Intermingled

with the two lead companies was elements of Companies B and C,
Infantry,

consisting of 48 men.

By

1320 all

of Companies

wore across along with a platoon of heavy machine
mortars

from Company I1. Company E crossed

along with one and

one-half

in

the late afternoon

platoons from Company

An example of the confusion

command channels was

the relief

in

F and G

guns and 81mm

K,

3d Battalion.

The remainder of Company K crossed at intervals during
evening.

23d

the early

the Division and Corps

of the CCB commander

for

withdrawing

from the bridgehead supposedly

September.

This event occurred while the crossing was still

established

on 7

underway.
The enemy forces
The crossing

were nearly

as confused

occurred at the battalion

as those

of U.S.

boundary between the

282d

Infantry Battalion and the SS Signal School Hetz,

both of Division

462.

37th Panzer

*g

The reserves consisted of the 2d Battalion,

* 5

-*

1 ~ -, 4

~

Grenadier Regiment, 17th SS Panzer Grenadier Division.

This

battalion received conflicting reports of the nature and extent of
the American success in the early hours of the crossing.
After reaching the east bank, Companies F and G advanced to
Fort St. Blaise, over 2000 yards from the river.
in

H

the lead,

With Company F

they progressed up the slope and cut their way

through five separate double-apron barbed wire obstacles.

After

their encountering an iron barred fence with hooks to prevent
scaling bordering on a 30 foot wide and fifteen foot deep dry moat
surrounding the fort, they withdrew 400 yards down the hill to
permit artillery fire on the fort.

Unknown to the U.S. soldiers,

the security detachment manning the fort withdrew as the Americans
-

approached.

As the American artillery fire started, a heavy

concentration of German mortar and artillery fire supported German
infantry counterattacks on the companies' flanks and rear.
Company E was still in the woods at the river and a gap existed in
the Battalion.

Companies F and G fought their way back down to

the woods.* The open area they traversed was raked by Gerrian
*

machine guns and the retreat was costly.

The bulk of the

companies made the woods by 2300 that night.

As the withdrawal

was taking place, Companies E and K dug in at the woods'
*perimeter

.

The American position now consisted of a 200 yard by

200 yard bridgehead.
The initial German counterattack against the bridgehead was
by three lMark IV tanks followed by infantry.
-52-

They did not attempt

to penetrate the position but appeared to move parallel in an
*

~effort to determiine the exact location of the Americans.
Throughout the night of 8-9 September the Germans launched

p.

repetitive attacks in an assault that would total 36

counterattacks by the tinie the bridgehead was abandoned.
Casualties were numerous on both sides with American medics
working feverishly to care for the wounded.
were evident and the wounded were ordered

Individual heroics

to not cry out in order

to conceal American positions.
Even though the situation in the bridgehead was untenable, XX
*

Corps refused to allow a withdrawal until another bridgehead was
secured.

Armor and air support was nonexistent.

Effective

artillery support helped the bridgehead hold as long as it did.
While the soldiers at Dornot were ordered to "hold at all costs",
the 10th Infantry was ordered to cross the M4oselle at Arnaville.
The enemy shelling and counterattacks continued throughout the 9th
and on into the 10th.

The excellent German observation

points

from the forts directed fires against the west bank forces as well
as the bridgehead area.* American communications wass primarily by
radio and proved effective.

R~esupply was accomplished at night

using the assault boats.
On 10 September, the Americans received permission to
withdraw due to the success of the crossing at Arnaville.
evacuation was ordered for 2115 on 10 September.

The

The Germans

issued an all-out assault order at 2000 that evening to commence

-53
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C,

204th Engineers,

The men shed their

Drownings in

additional

rubber reconnaissance

and Company C,

the cold,

casualties.

Americans
467 WIA,

in
and

to move its

bridgehead.

on the

artillery

-

the

to pound

Casualty estimates

the

for the

55 KIA,

90 1IIA,

333 non-battle.

crossing,

support,

the American

had held onto the bridgehead
withdraw.

assisted

for

fire forward

the Dornot area were approximately

Without armor and air
the initial

7th Engineers,

from

the Germans fired a green

same signal which was to signal American
now mostly abandoned

Engineers

swift current accounted

to signal their artillery

,

r.1

boats for

equipment and clothing

Ironically,

*

using the

and ropes strung across the river.

the crossing.

flare

a--y-. .
.
a- ., .

leaky assault boats,

some wounded,

river.

-. C

The withdrawal was to be accomplished

remaining

Company

4V]N

with no reinforcements
infantry with artillery

until they received

The pressure they withstood

that might have

after
support

permission

to

at Dornot diverted efforts

been directed at the Arnaville

crossing.
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THE CROSSING AT ARNAVILLE
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Planning
On 8 September
bridgehead
Colonel

1944,

,

`7-

for the Operation

General

Irwin realized

could not be successfully exploited.

IRobert P. Bell,

another crossing.
approximately
Infantry had

commander of

that the Dornot
Ile ordered

the 10th Infantry,

The second crossing

to attempt

was near Arnaville,

site

two and a half miles south of ])ornot.

The 10th

been the 5th Division's reserve during the Dornot

crossing attempt.
1st Battalion,

llth

The 3d Battalion,
Infantry and

10th Infantry relieved

occupied

defensive positions

alon,, the hi-h ,,round west of the river near Arnaville.
and

2d Battalions

Villecey-sur-;Iad,

near \aville.

of the German

In

the boundary

Voisage

Farm.

The lUth Infantry was opposed

line between

the two corps ran just north of
was located

north of the boundary and was charged with the task of

Dornot.

In

This battalion
the south,

of the 3d Panzer
to defend
Panzer

by

XIII SS Corps and the XLVII Panzer Corps.

The 282d Infantry Battalion

C8te de Faye.

The 1st

were moved to forward assembly areas at

elements
fact,

the

had been

involved in

to the
defending

the action at

the 8th Panzer Grenadier Regiment,

Grenadier

Voisage Farm,

Division was located

Arry,

Grenadier Regiment

and Hill 386.

were in

defensive

in

a unit

positions so as

Elements of

the 115th

positions near the

town of Vezon.
The

10th Infantry's mission was to cross

the high ,,round north of the village of Arry.
the date for the attack,

10 September,

-

56

-

but left

the river and secure
General

Irwin

the exact

set

time and

location of the crossing site

*

commander.

The date

than what was

given

established
of

the

the attack

order

was

for

the

to

the

10th

and,

818th Tank

Destroyer

Company B,

Tank Battalion

Combat Group which

0055,

Battalion

the

brief

time

The attack

Team which

7th Engineer
Battalion.

Artillery

Combat
Company

B,

and Company

The

the 551st Heavy

The

46th Field

were attached.

time

commander

date.

(Self-Propelled)

(Hedium)

included

that

Combat

Regiment;

5th Medical

After a

10 September.

for

Company 13,

planning

regimental

the

10th Regimental

Infantry

for more

at Dornot.

with moonrise

howitzer);

(105mm

Battalion;

735th

the attempt

on 9 September,

coincided

consisted of

allowed

time of the attack,

issued

Battalion

of the attack

early

reconnaissance

to the discretion of the ren.lmental

B,

1103d Engineer

Ponton

Battalion

was

available to provide assistance for ferrying and bridging.
Supporting fires were to be furnished by thirteen field artillery
battalions.

The 84th Chemical

to provide a

smoke

for leading

three
370,

hours,
and

369.

screen at the

the assault

1st Battalion,

Smoke

and

was

3d Battalion

Company was

site.

Hill 386 was given
for

to follow and

was tasked

tasked

Responsibility

After delaying

2d lnttalion

The

crossing

capturing

10th Infantry.

the

Generator

to the

approximately

capture Hills

to protect

the

325,

crossing

site and support the operations with fire while holding its
positions along the high ground west of the river.
the operation was dependent upon surprise;

The success of

therefore,

the

engineers were not allowed to make any preparations and there were

-

'*
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no planned preparatory artillery fires.
Initial

Crossing

Operations

The lead squads of Company A of the 1st Battalion arrived

at

the crossing site twenty minutes prior to the designated attack
time,

but the engineer crews for the twenty assault boats were not

ready.

As a result,

little

it

was 0115 before loading began.

resistance during the crossing,

fire; however,

it

There was

only scattered small arms

was 0200 before the company was prepared to move

toward the objective.

In fact,

elements of the second compan;

arrived across the river before Company A began to move.
point the enemy began to put up a stronger resistance,

At this

although

the first enemy artillery fires did not occur until daybreak.
Despite the lack of timely artillery fires,

the enemy created a

deal of confusion with machine gun fires.

"reat

companies became intermingled in
river.

Several of the

the darkness after crossing the

The companies of the l1t Battalion did manage to

reorganize,
capture

and,

meetinp, only light enemy resistance,

managed to

H1ill 386 and began to establish defensive positions by

1000.
The lead element of the 2d Battalion,
companies of

the 1st lBattalion

which were trying

could not pass through to begin moving

d. y1aybreak.

Company F,

toward

was behind

to reorganize

its

objectives

and

until

Company F met only light resistance and the follow-on

companies of the 2d Battalion moved to Hills 369,
uncontested.

370 and 325

A map reconnaissance conducted prior to the attack
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In reality, it was bare and

showed Hill 325 to be wooded.
exposed.

It was therefore not occupied but was well covered by

unrestricted fields of fire.
The German forces were slow to react to the attack.

As

mentioned previously, enemy resistance to the initial crossing was
light and not well coordinated.

Subsequent attempts to

counterattack on 10 September were also disjointed but achieved

K

some success.

Hill 386 was attacked

by a platoon of enemy

infantry from the 8th Panzer Grenadier Regiment at about 0830.
Heroic action by a light machine gunner of the 1st Battalion
halted the attack.

A platoon of enemy tanks moved across the

exposed crest of Hill 325 in the 2d Battalion's area, but withdrew
*

after receiving concentrations of artillery fire.

At

approximately 1230, Hill 386 was again attacked; this time by
German tanks from Arry.

The men of the 1'st Battalion were having

difficulty preparing defensive positions due to the rocky soil.
The enemy tanks moved to within a hundred yards of the poorly
prepared positions of Company C and forced the unit to fall back.
As the unit withdrew, the tanks inflicted heavy casualties and
many of the men retreated all the way to Voisage Farm.
the confusion

caused by the tanks,

exploit the initial success.

no enemy infantry appeared to

As a result, Company C was able to

reorganize and reoccupied its original positions.
tanks returned to action,
strafe the tanks,

Despite

As the German

American P-47' s arrived to bomb and

forcing them

to withdraw.

-59

Still,

the

77r-. -7

•

counterattack

- 7-

w
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had come dangero'2-ly

close to succeeding.

-i
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This

led

the 10th Infantry commander to order the 3d Battalion to capture

Arry.
The Germans did not counterattack Hill 386 again during the
afternoon but enemy tanks and infantry did move south from Corny

.

in

an attempt

to cut off the bridgehead.

totally unsuccessful

because

hills on the west bank.
forced

it

This counterattack

was clearly observed

was

from the

Fires from artillery and tank destroyers

the Germans to fall

back to Corny.

The 3d Battalion began to cross the river at 1735 with two
companies to attack Arry.
positions on the hills

Two companies were left in

of the west bank.

defensive

Arry was bombarded with

air and artillery strikes and the 3d Battalion was able to enter
Arry with little
Company C of
roadblocks

resistance.

By 2130,

the 1st Battalion

the town was cleared.

was supposed

within the town while the

to establish

3rd Battalion

Voisage Farm to act as a bridgehead reserve.

arrive at Arry until 0300,
withdrawn
reoccupy
withdrawn

prior to its
the town.

11 September.

withdrew to

Company C did not

The 3rd Battalion had

arrival which enabled the Germans to

Company C suffered heavy casualties and was

to defensive

positions on Hill 386.

the 1st Battalion which were to be used in

Anti-tank

guns from

Arry were positioned on

the slope of Hill 386 to cover the road between Arry and Voisage
Farm.

The two companies of the 3rd Battalion

that hld remained

in

"defensive positions on the west bank crossed the river during the
evening of 11 September
-"

to become part of the bridgehead
-

'60
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reserve.

during

the night of

10 September.

flank of the Arnaville
11th Infantry,
capture

bridgehead,

site

was forced

for the rifle

the 3d Battalion,

he ordered

the 3d Battalion,

11th Infantry,

bridgehead

order to protect the north

11 September and

The 10th Infantry's crossing

due to the movement of

crossing

In

the Dornot

to cross the Moselle at 0200,

Corny.

Battalion,

to evacuate

Irwin had decided

General

site

was congested

10th Infantry,

so the 3d

to select an alternate

companies.

The battalion's anti-tank

platoon and an attached anti-tank platoon were to be ferried
across at the original Arnaville

site.

join the battalion near Voisage

Farm.

Battalion was two hours late in

getting started

•construction
"

The lead company of the 3d
because

of a footbridge across the- Noselle Canal which
paralled the river took longer
start,

the assault

boats

than anticipated.

the river.

]By the time the company

island very

little

11 September.

Meanwhile,

was decided

ferried across

the river and were waiting

Voisage Farm.

The attached anti-tank platoon,

that the

crossing site.

did not cross

the anti-tank

the river until

platoons had been

having decided

ran straight into German-held

men escaped,

the guns were either destroyed or captured.

.

.

.
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that

began moving north

and accidentally
but

The

for the battalion at

toward Curny,

-

.

and it

10th Infantry's

the battalion had already moved

.

the late

had been picked up from the

darkness remained

lead elements of the 3d Battalion
0825,

After

Irided the company on a small island in

battalion should cross at the

i-..

These elements were to

Corny.

Host of the
T
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3d Battalion did not captuire Corny because of the strong German
defenses within

the town,

positions echeloned

in

but by nightfall it

was in

defensive

depth along the highway south of Corny.

This was sufficient to protect the north flank of the Arnaville
*

bridgehead.
The counterattacks
September had enabled
and 2d Battalions.
they knew that

In

which the Germans conducted

them to determine
addition,

German

counterattacks against
tanks followed

both battalions.

by elements of the

1l,e-iment attacked the 2d Battalion
about 0500.

Initially

siipport because

This led to
A platoon of

115th Panzer Grenadier

positions along

the 2nd Battalion

Hill 370 at

did not receive artillery

of problems with radio communications.

of the battalion began
evidently

11 September

had been withdrawn and that a

bridge over the river had not yet been completed.
violent

to fall

back,

not aware of this because

the opportunity.

Coordinated

the 1st

the locations of

on the morning of

the Dornot bridgehead

on 10

Portions

but the Germans were
no attempt was made to exploit

fire from heavy machine guns

and

81imm mortars broke the enemy attack.

Communication

established with supporting artillery

and the resulting heavy

suppressive

was finally

fires insured the end of the counterattack.

counterattack

While the

against the 2d Battalion was being conducted,

elements of the 3d Panzer G(renadier
Divisions attacked

and 17th SS Panzer Grenadier

Hill 386 where the 1st Battalion

This counterattack was quickly broken by artillery,

-

62

-

was located.
tank destroyer

.

.

, -.

and machine gun fires.

As the German forces withdrew to Arry,

air

strikes were conducted and no further counterattacks were launched
on 11 September.
"Despite the success of the 10th Infantry in
bridnehead

V

during the initial contact,

bridge was not established

p

establishing a

a nuch needed vehicular

during the initial phase of the battle.

A usable ford was not even established until ricd-afternoon

of 11

This was primarily because of German artillery fire

'September.

Host

which began aglainst the bridgehead at dawn on 10 September.
of the German batteries were in concrete fortifications which
protected them from counterbattery fires.

In addition,

a shortage

of artillery ammunition forced curtailment of some counterbattery
and harassing

fires.

Perhaps the only reason that the German

artillery fire. were not even more effective was the area smoke
screen maintained

by the 84th Chemical Smoke Generator Company.

Artillery fires against the crossing site wer,. apparently

not

observed despite the fact that the Germans held the commanding
heights on the east bank.

American air support furnished by the

XIX TAC was able to take over some of the artillery miss:ions and
was especially significant in
German counterattackss.

assisting in

the defeat of the

This air support also was used about 1V00:

on 11 September to demolish a dam near Ars-sur-Hoselle,
the river level to drop significantly at Arnaville.
the ford,
the river,

allowing

This improved

allowing an increased flow of heavy equipment to cross
but also riiade construction of the ponton bridge more
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difficult due to shallow water.
During the initial phase of the river crossing at Arnaville,
the Americans successfully utilized several of today's principles
of war.

The 5th

Division commander, General Irwin, directed

efforts toward a clearly defined, decisive

in
ttainable goal.

His order to the commander of the 10th Infantry was simple ...cross
the river and secure the high ground north of Arry.

The result of

General Irwin s initiative was the accomplishment of the river
crossing before the enemy could react effectively.

In fact, the

surprise which was achieved was probably the largest factor in the
successful establishment of a bridgehead at Arnaville.

Of course,

several of the principles of war particularly at the lower
echelons were violated.

The failure to occupy Arry was a result

of a failure to retain the initiative and to issue orders that
were thoroughly understood.
The Germans on the other hand,

although

shortages of personnel and equipment,

experiencing

could have been successful

in repulsing the river crossing had they not violated the
principles of security,

mass and offensive.

The counterattacks

which were initiated on 10 and 11 September clearly

demonstrated a

lack of a unity of effort and a failure to seize and exploit the
initiative.

This lack of unity probably resulted from the attack

being astride a corps boundary.
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Expanding the Bridgehead
T'ie Arnaville

bridgehead had

been successfully established

by the evening of

and well reinforced

11 September.

Before the

American forces could move to expand the bridgehead,
Germans launched
units east of

a series of attacks intended to destroy

of the advancing

several different

U.S.

forces

moved

German troops.

The Germans attacked

directions against

several

key points on the

on Hill
called

386 with heavy
for artillery

first

automatic weapons
fire

and the fire landed

attacked

its

flank,

On the left

was brought

to their rear.

Heavy

from A Company,

broke up the attack before

0500,

tanks attacked

tank attack was stopped

Platoon at the same time.

°..

°.

'.

..

.

.

.

.

it

could really begin.

.

llth

tank and

At 0530,

.

The attack was

the attack stopped.

.

Company B,

65

.

At

Infantry.

by the 3d Battalion

-

D

fire and tank

against Company L,

Bazookas were used to knock out one
Another

and

an attack began at 0400

artillery

destroyers
four

The

to bear.

flank of the bridgehead

by two tank platoons.

fire.

Ist

The attack was

against elements of the 2d Battalion on Hill 370.
made

A Company,

but the Germans had already

when the coordinated small arms fire

Company on

from

The attacks were staggered.

forward

stopped

with

barrage that moved forward

About 0330 two German companies
Battalion,

the U.S.

begran before daylight on 12 September

a preparatory mortar and artillery

bridgehead.

the

the river.

The counterattacks

•ihed

however,

Peconnaissance

11th Infantry,

on

-

.

.*..

.

.

.

.

-.

.

.

..

,¾

the extreme left side of the bridgehead,
attacked

in

the town of Corny,

by a platoon of infantry and four tanks.

allowed to pass through the B Company positions
since

B Company had no anti-tank weapons.

The German

in

range and in

resulting

a crossfire

The

the night.

forces countered

forces of each defending

units,

tank destroyers of B Company,

llth

Both sides used artillery
used artillery

except

the attack with organic

for the last attack when

818th Tank Destroyer Battalion were

used to reinforce B Company,

Germans

All had been stopped end

line was secure.

The defending U.S.

never

fire until the Germans were

fire killed most of the Germans and the attack stopped.

the bridgehead

and cover

their advance.

and then they opened up.

This was the last attack of

The

and into the town

out two tanks and

infantry continued

The infantry of B Company held their

The tanks were

Tank Destroyers were

called for and when they arrived they knocked
damaged another.

was

Infantry.

and mortar fire
and mortar

their movements.

fire

during the action.

to begin

Once the attacks were in

used the fires again to support the attacks.

fires could

have changed

U.S.

on the other hand

forces

against the attackers.
elements of the U.S.

the outcome in

progress they
Supporting

several instances.

did use mortars

WJhile

the attacks

The

and artillery

fire

the fires were not the decisive

success,

they did disrupt and disorganize

the

Germans so that other types of fire could be brought on the
attackers and

stop the attacks.
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The tactics used by the Germans during these counterattacks
were borne out of necessity.
was limited,
their

Their supply of men and equipment

dictating what they could do.

They could not mass

forces at one point to make a breakthrough.

employed classic night attack
attacking against

tactics,

infantry was not enough.

tactics were consistent with doctrine
positions,

allowed the attackers

stop them with indirect
used small

their forces were always

They used combined arms

superior numbers.

tactics but the mix of armor and

Although they

in

U.S.

that they held their

to advance while attempting

to

fires and once the enemy was within range

arms effectively.

Anti-tank

fires were also used

effectively and at the right time.
Leadership

*

U.S.

during these actions

favored the U.S.

leaders were cool and calm and did not panic,

by an unknown size enemy.
decided

They assessed the situation quickly,

available to effectively stop the attackers.

initiative,
side,

as well

as

their lenders.

patience,

and obedience

their leaders appeared

stopped

the forces

The U.S.

On the German

to panic and on several occasions

the attack for minor reasons,

thus losing

the momentum.

Their soldiers appeared to follow orders even when it
certain death.

neant

They continued the fight when ordered to and on

several occasions displayed
when hopelessly

soldiers

The soldiers displayed
to orders.

trapped.

initiative by trying to fight even

Both sides displayed a great deal of

-67-

The

even when faced

how to best counter the threat nnd used all

performed

forces.

unit cohesion.

pThe

outcome of this series of counterattacks was that the

bridgehead hold and the Germans were stopped.
-

The American forces

were victorious because of numerical superiority in men and
equipment and because they were defending against a force that did

not have the ability to mass against it with large forces and dlid
not have sufficient combat support.
The number of casualties suffered during the counterattacks

K

*was

not great.

However, for the Germans, already limited in men,

each loss was at the time an irreplaceable one.

The Germans lost

approximately tw.,o-thirds of a battalion of men and two platoons of
*

~tanks-.

U.S. casualties were much lower and no heavy equipment was

lost.
Because of the nature of the attacks (small isolated attacks
against a superior force) no readjustments of troop dispositions
took place on either side.

The only exception was the movement of

four German tanks after one unsuccessful assault to attack against
B Company, 11th Infantry.

These were the same tanks destroyed by

the U.S. tank destroyers.
The extent of combat support or combat scrvice support used
*during

It can be inferred that the

the engagement is not known.

Germans were suffering a shortage of ammunition for artillery
since it was not used to support the attacks.

The Germans also

did not use any engineers to help them in the attacks either for
mobility or obstacle clearance.

The U.S. forces on the other hand
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helping prepare their defensive positions.

Reserves were available for use by U.S.
needed.
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forces but were not

The only exception was the tank destroyers sent to help B

Company,

l1th Infantry,

in Corney.

The U.S.

forces because of

their superiority had no trouble in defeating

the attacks.

It

appears the Germans did not have sufficient strength to form a
reserve.
During the day of 12 September the 989th Treadway Bridge
Company and assisting combat engineers were able to complete a
floating treadway bridge across the river.

This allowed four tank

companies and five platoons of tank destroyers to reinforce the
bridgehead

by evening.

Despite the build up of uncommitted armor,

there were

insufficient reserves of infantry to provide for the lengthening
of lines necessary to expand the bridgehead.
was undertaken

Therefore,

no attack

by the Americans on 13 September while XX Corps

commander reshuffled units in an attempt to release all of the 7th
Armored Division and the 2d Infantry combat team to aid in

the

fight.
There was more rain on the morning of
saturating the already wet ground.

14 September,

further

When armored vehicles

attempted to move they simply became mired in the deep mud.

It

was decided to postpone the attack again while units were
.

replenished and reconstituted.
raid were conducted.

Some patrolling and a small scale

The intention was that the breakout from the

,
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bridgehead would begin the next morning.

The overall plan called

for the 5th Infantry Division to continue the attack and expand
the bridgehead so as to be able to continue on toward Mletz.
7th Armored Division was to cross into the bridgehead,

The

swing to

the southeast, and attack northwest toward Metz while the 5th
Division a~ttacked to the north.
The attack comimenced with Combat Command 13 divided into Force
I and Force II on the morning of 15 September in heavy, dense fog.
Force I led with tanks of Companies B and C, 31st Tank Battalion,
and Company B3, 23d Armored Infantry Battalion.
into the town of Arry and passed through.

The force went

Meeting occasional

resistance the force secured its first objective, Hill 385, and
44

continued to its second objective, 11111 400, which it secured at
1030 hours.* Later in thle afternoon Force I continued toward the
town of ilardigny which it captured that night.
Force II crossed the line of departure on thle morning of 15
September with a dismounted infantry attack led by A Company, 23d
Armored Infantry Battalion, with support from Company A, 31st Tank
Battalion.

Slowed by the fog and mist along with light ground

opposition and mortar fire, Force II did not reach its initial
objective until 1030 hours.

It took another hlour and a half to

secure the town of Vittonville.
In support of CCB's attack the 3d Battalion, 10th Infantry,
along with two tank companies was to attack to capture Hill 396, a
dominant terrain

feature in

the vicinity of the bridgehead which
-70-
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also afforded a view of i'etz.

The attack was to commence with two

tank companies leading with the infantry following.
The attack was split into left and right forces.

The attack

on the right was halted when the leading tanks encountered an
obstacle.

Before the Infantry,

who were following,

the attack they were hit by artillery

to continue

could move out

fire causing

Reorganization the infantry unit

heavy casualties and confusion.

The attack. then moved

had to be accomplished before continuing.
forward slowly without tank support.

Company 1',,
the infantry

unit, secured its portion of the objective by 1500 hours.
On the left the tanks led the attack against an old barracks
on the objective.

ES

The infantry followed and stormed the building.

The force overcame light opposition and secured the objectives by
1330.
The Germans responded only with artillery during the next
day.

Early in the morning of 17 September they counterattacked

against Company L.

Many enemy troops succeeded in penetrating

Comp~any L's position and close in fi-lhtinp, resulted.* The
battalion commander committed his reserve company and a platoon of
tanks, res9tored the position and ended the German threat.
The actions described above secured the bridgehead and
allowed the follow-on forces to cross the Moselle Rliver to prepare
for the assault on Metz which would not be taken for another two
mnon ths.
The German reaction to the attack was most untypical.
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Much

of the resistance encountered was by second rate troops who
willingly surrendered

when pressed.

A notable exception

was the

German forces who c-inducted the counterattacks on 17 September.
They

fought well and almost succeeded.
Supporting

sides.

fires of artillery

Counterbattery

30 minutes prior
artillery

objectives.
aren.
•0during
4

Preparatory

features including

attack began.

to support the attack,

was fired from

to 11-flour against known and suspected German

positions.

terrain

fire,

and mortars were used by both

Thereafter

fires were fired on critical

Hill 396 for

15 minutes before the

fires were shifted to the other

Harrassing fires were

The best use of supporting

fixed on towns throughout
fires by American

units occurred

the attack on Hill 396 when the attack was halted.
was again placed

the

Fire

on the Hill and the attack continued

successfully.
The Germans used mortar fire to slow the U.S.
several occasions.

However,

They almost succeeded on ||ill
infantry.

assaults on

they could not stop the attacks.
396 when they fired on the halted

After the successful

U.S.

counterfire

the attack

resumed.
The U.S.

was successful in

the operation

superior number of men and equipment.
arms operations employing infantry,

All attacks were combined
armor and artillery.

Germans used only infantry to defend
The U.S.

because of their

The

and counterattack.

forces were better led and trained and the soldiers

-
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reacted

well.

Enemy opposition was

opposition force encountered

limited and light.

usually surrendered

The

after the initial

clash.
The only use of reserves during the action was by U.S.
when Company I,

10th Infantry reinforced

German counterattack
Germans

were spread

on Hill 396,
so thin in

Company L during

and repulsed

forces

the

the attack.

The

the defense they did not have the

forces necessary

to constitute a reserve force

defienses against

the U.S.

to bolster their

attackers.

Casualty rates for both sides were low during this phase of
the operation.
badly hurt.

0,casualties

Since opposition was light,

The German defenders

U.S.

surrendered

forces were not

so quickly that

were not a factor for them; they lost most of their men
due to surrender.
The U.S.

forces used

their superiority

They massed

their forces and changed

situation.

Showing initiative,

to every advantage.

tactics to meet each

tactical keenness and using

supporting fires to their advantage,

the U.S.

whatever opposition

and were victorious.

they encountered

forces overcame

Summary
The Americans

achieved a clear

tactical

of the river crossing at Arnaville.
difficult

obstacle,

In

addition,

The I ioselle River was a

but the Americans managed

bridges and possessed

victory as a result

to construct two

the dominant terrain features

in

the area.

both the north and south flanks of the crossing

-
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%.were secure.

The battle to capture Metz actually began with the

river crossing at Arnaville.
The reason for the victory was a combination of several
factors.

The Americans

the XX Corps had
artillery

continually overcame

run out of

air support.

of

personnel

The American

boundary

This made it

unity of effort.

difficult

numbers

There was also an

the 5th Dividion attacked

line which divided the German XIII

Panzer Corps.

for by an increase

forces also enjoyed superior

and the units were more cohesive.

element of luck involved,

problems;

gasoline at Verdun and a shortage of

ammunition was partially compensated

in

4.-were

logistical

along a

SS Corps and the XLVII

for the Germans to achieve

The Germans had problems with communications

and

also suffering from shortages of personnel and equipment.
Several of the units tasked with defending the area

had been

hastily assembled.
Communications
telephone

lines,

personnel of

the 10th Infantry laid eight

not counting artillery

lines,

during the first

two days of the battle to establish a bridgehead.

Communications

personnel and engineers were able to continue work despite
continued

shelling by the enemy.

difficult

because

the terrain.

Bridging operations

of dominant enemy observation and the nature of

The engineers had to contend with the M[oselle Canal,

the tioselle River and the Rupt de Mad.

from the front lines by litter
the

were

10th Infantry's

Casualties

to the aid stations.

battalion aid stations

-
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All three of

were located

in
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farmhouse at the Voisago Farm crossroads.
evacuated

by jeeps to the crossing

The 10th Infantry Regiment
about 25 officers
23d Armored

forces and prepared

.- U

d,-
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-

-

-

,

•

they were

site.
casualties,

The 11th Infantry Regiment and the

Infantry Battalion

attempt to cross at Dornot.

*--

From there,

suffered extensive

and 700 men.

-.- >.-'.---

lost almost

that many during the

The 5th Division reconstituted

to continue

the attack

bridgehead while the German forces

its

to break out of the

prepared

for the defense of

Vietz.

-
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Immediate
The battle
t ha t

was

fac i1.i ta te

successfully at
impact on

f u ture

theaters

objectives

the XX, Corps

in

particular

for an cŽxp1oitaition or other

on

affair

that w-ould not

the city itself
the

The

on

22 November,

-ave

the Amer-i~cans an advantage

obstacle

in

Until it

wals reduced,

in

which was
the battle.
n

the successful

crossin-

a jumping

that allowred
the battle

in

provc deccisi~vre

the path of the

to

ffpon

the- corps

did for the XX

they could bc-.in thle

over until

the

out

stlrrcnder of

and not until 8 December would the

fortrcsses- of the city

:Lt did not

the overall

ftebtl

from w-,hich

be offici-ally

of

limited

What

Rliver

immlediate

attack on iietz was to be a long- drawn

In.srt

obstccle,

as arsl

in

accomplished

of Operations

for both sides

manecuver

a bridgechead

attack

The

did not provide

of maneuver.*

Corps was to provcie
M.etz.

of w-.ar

did not fincd
It

freedom

point.

one considers

were Gecured

be of drasimotne

extensive

crossing

sense onl-

the iloselle

This was

the European Theater

only one of scvcril
strategic

across

op1)er at io ns.

both sides urns small when
in

the immediate

a bridgeheadi

the Arlnaville

state of affairs

No

decisive in

thle goal was to secure

thait wo uld(
v

itself

Sipnif icance

capitulate.

that they had bridged
rince

by the threat of Germians- in

a major

the most important

,.X Corps wsthe

the nobility

\'hilc the action

city

of Netz itself.

of I-he corps would

be

severely

the rear of the corps area.

Long-term Slý ni ficance

This battle w~as not of great importance

-
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in

accomplishing

the

•.

long-term objective

of either side in

the conflict.

one of a number of such battles that raged

in

It

along the entire front

virtually all of the corps committed to combat in

theater.

The outcome of this particular

was merely

the European

battle would not have

been critical to either side regardless of the result.

What was

critical to both sides was the ouicome of dozens and dozens of
such battles along the whole front and over a period of many
months.

Only success in

the preponderance of these battlcs would

affect the overall outcome of the war.

IL was the fact that the

Allies were successful more often than not,
frequency as the war continued,

that eventually led to Allied

success instead of German success.
crossings,

and with an increasing

Even in

terms of river

the crossing of the Hoselle was not as important

militirily or psychologicnlly as the crossing of the V1,hine later
in the war.

That this was not a critical battle,

however,

should

in no way detract fom the splendid job done by the American
soldiers of the XX Corps.
It was success in numerous battles such
.as the crossin- at Arnaville that wore down the German resistance
and eventually led to complete collapse of the German resistance
on the Western Front.
Military Lessons Learned

The Principles of War as articulated

by VM' 100-5 can be used

profitably to analyze any military operation.
*

,

framework that is

useful in

They provide a

looking at the many different aspects

of a battle and provide a set of guidelines for evaluating
"-78
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With this in

decisions and dispositions.

mind we will look at the

using the Principles of War as the

battles of Dornot and Arnaville
framework.
Objective defined,

Direct every military

decisive

and attainable

At the strategic

operation

towards a clearly

objective.

level the objective

of the Allies was to

drive into the Ruhr Valley with the intention of destroying the
German

warmaking

potential and also forcing the Wehrmacht

a costly defensive
in

battle.

This objective

was clearly defined,

that it

forces.

the German

W1est

fortification
This strategic

W-all in

for the

order

it

the move in

Wall had

the IEast.

taken away

maneuver.

that while it

"~s

order to hold west of

clear advantage

Without maneuver

I

the West

the Germans had

the Western and Eastern

to offset the Allies'

the Germans were fighting

clear

a losing battle.

..

objective was to cross

River and to continue on to ;'lainz on the Rhine River.
-

S[

was clearly

capacity and the Russians were

At the operational level the XX Corps'
the. Moselle

to build up this

the Allied air effort was beginning to

Hitler's

the one

material superiority

to the west of

unattainable since the

over their enemies on both

maintained
Fronts,

in

was clearly

seriously erode German industrial
onl

the

ultimate defense o!" the German homeland.

effectiveness of

increasing

to provide time

objective was faulty

and decisive,

to be

For the Germans

objective was to delay the Allied forces

strategic

of the criteria

decisive and appeared

attainable given the disparity in

defined

met all

to fight

7

-
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for the same reasons mentioned above.

met the criteria

too,

This,

was to stop the XX Corps and buy

operational objective

The German

time for the rearmament of the West Wall.
defined and,
that it
period

within the level of operational art,

would prolong

rcn.iderable reorganization

from the Normandy bridgehead

Allied breakout
considerable

to have been attainnble since the

also appears

It

of time.

to recreate

a

of the XX Corps was the crossing of
for

preparation

-oselle 1River in

objective was clearly defined,
essential to the rest of

decisive in

that it

was absolutely
fact make the

in

was also attainable

It

This

further operations.

the mission and would

rest of the mission feasible.

state of the enemy and the preponderance

given the

of forces available to

Only improper use of the forces available and a

the Allies.

brillant German opposition would prevent

the attainment of this

the crossing of the 11ioselle.

because

Again,

almost perfect

and

of the lack of

vicinity of the 5th US Infantry

the immediate

in

was to

This was clearly defined

but was probably not attainable

forces available

objective

For the Germans the tactical

tactical mission.

Division.

and had received

amounts of material and manpower

Tactically the objective

decisive,

since the

front.

continuous

prevent

was decisive in

the West for a considerable

the war in

German Army had undergone

the

This was clearly

only errors on the port of the Armericans and an

utilization

of German assets would give the Germans

any hope of success.
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Offensive
*

retain and exploit the initiative,

-Seize,

Strategically

-

the Allies hind been on the offensive since the

W%

lNormandy landings and particularly since the breakout from the
beachhead.

K
F7

They had retained the initiative and wore in the

process of exploiting it

with the continuing drive into Germany.

Logistical constraints had slowed the Allied advance but the basic
Allied strategy still called for advance wherever logistically
supportable.

The German,,,, on the other hand were unable to go on

the offensive in the West, except to local counterattacks.
Ardennes Offensive was still four months in

The

the future and

planning for it had already taken away material and men that would
-

1

been needed for any offensive action elsewhere at this time.
Operationally the XX Corps has resumed the offensive on 6
-

.*-

*

.

.*

h

b

.

.

September when their reserves of fuel were enough to support
further offensive operations.

They hoped to regain the initiative

than they had had since the breakout from Normandy :and exploit it
with the attacks over the MHoselle and eventually over the Rhin(By doing so they hoped to prevent the G0ermans from setting up a
coordinated defense at the Wý,est Wall and thus avoid fighting a
long and costly engag~ement

to breach a well

prepared obstacle.

Tfhe Germians were in the same position operationally

s they were

strate gi c al1y.

Tactically the X'X Corps was going to regain the initiative
w ith1

the crossing

of the

loselle by using the 5th US Infantry-

Division to effect the crossing.

To do this Combat Command E~ of

the 7th Armored

Division had

Division to provide

further

been attached to the 5th Infantry
power for

the offensive.

The best

example of offensive was the decision of the 5th Division
commander

-

to shift

the focus of the attack

that of Arnaville.
was

Once it

greater

probability

division commander
Germans who had

the attack to an area that

of success.

was able to seize

temporarily

counterattacks against

gained

in

In

this manner

the initiative

it

the

from the

with a series of successful

the bridgehead

Infantry Regiment had succeeded

at Dornot.

Once the 10th

establishing a bridgehead,

and more forces were rushed across to retain the initiative
the Germans and to move into the exploitation
good example of
abandoned

in

accomplished

the use of initiative

preference

in

available
successful

severely

their attempt

in

counterattacks.

to defeat

by the skillful

This was a

that a poor operation was
that

two

by the resources

the crossings.

They were

from the Americans at the
use of immediate and continous

Lack of forces prevented them from retaining the

and exploiting

the Americans

from

thin: ±ng during these

constrained

gaining the initiative

I)ornot crossing

initiative

more

the sarme basic mission.

but were
in

phase.

for a target of opportunity

The Germans also showed offensive
operations

to

became clear that the Dornot crossing

failing the decision was to shift

offered

from the Dornot site

their success at Dornot.

to swiftly change

Arnaville made it

impossible

The ability

the focus of their attack

of

to

for the Germans to defeat this attack

-
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and

to gain the initiative

counterattacks

for a second time.

by the Germans at Arnaville

Limited

were unsuccessful

in

blunting the American attack.
Mass - Concentrate

combat power at the decisive

place and time.

,Strategically the Allies had decided not to concentrate on
any one area,
strategy.

instead they were

going to rely on the broad

This was a decision dictated

coalition strategy.
being unable

by logistics

The Germans were caught in

to concentrate

enough

and by

the position of

combat power at any point at

any time to be decisive at this late stage of the war.
Ardennes Offensive was an example of the
efforts were unable
slow,

to provide

almost imperceptibly,
At the operational

principle of mass.

The

fact that even herculean

the power needed to do more than

the Allied advance.

level

the XX Corps had followed

the

The 5th Division was reinforced with the

attachment of Combat Command 13 of the 7th Armored Division,
Engineer Combat Group,
Company,

and the 84th Chemical

plus the supporting

0which comprised

two artillery

groups and an artillery

supported by 15 battalions of artillery.

level.

Generator)

In

all

brigade,

and

the division was

The Germans were unable

along the XX Corps

front at the operational

They were reduced to scrapinp together units out of the

remnants of

severely combat depleted

The operational

-AQ'4

(Smoke

1103d

fires of the XX Corps Artillery,

oome air power from the Army Air Corps.

to mass effectively

front

reserve was a Panzer

... u

3,

units and from school

troops,

brigade that was well

below

established

strength.

order that units be kept on the

Hitler's

rolls even after they had been depleted to ineffectiveness caused
to continue to assign missions to units that were far

,Hitler

beyond the capabilities of the units involved.
superiority also made it

Allied air

very difficult for the Germans to mass

their forces without being subject to massive Allied tactical air
strikes.
The 5th Division followed the principle of mass at the
tactical

level in

both the Dornot and the Arnaville

crossings.

Both were supported with large amounts of artillery and engineers.
The problem at Dornot was that the Division was unable to mass
combat power due to an inability to cross armored vehicles at
Dornot and an inability to secure air power to support the

*

crossing.

The Germans,

on the other hand,

were able to mass

the 11th Infantry Regiment at Dornot,

forces against

to ir.clude

This disparity arose as a result of terrain that prevented

armor.

the 5th Division from employing all of its combat power while
allowing the Germans to mass theirs.
Germans

The result was that the

were able to iass at the decisive time and place

Lhe 'Dornot bridgehead while the 5th Division was

resulting

At Arnaville

the tables were reversed.

1!egi.menL was reinforced by American armor,
massive artillery fires,

,•

."

•. ".'~,-',"
,'-*.1.

".-

O
The 10th Infantry
tactical air support,

a smoke generation company,

Once the decision was made to abandon
-

.* '

thus

the repulse of the attack.

in

engineers.

riot,

zli,,ainst

'.-£

*
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and

the effort at

Dornot and concentrate

instead on Arnaville

commander acted with dispatch to mass all
The Germans were denied the ability
American

crossing at Arnaville.

the crossing
degraded

ability

to mass forces to counter the

artillery

fire

which

seriously

to use their artillery.

German

armor was pounded

from the air by P-47's of the Army Air Corps.

The judicious use

by the Americans of the engineers,

the smoke,

mass.

particularly

allowed them to mass much quicker than Germans,

the coordinated

use of firepower denied

while

the Germans the ability to

The end result was that the Americans were indeed

at the decisive point and
1.c

of the forces available.

The smoke effectively screened

site from observed

the Germans'

the 5th Division

stronger

time.

±orboy of Force - Allocate

minimum essential combat power

to

secondary efforts.
For the Allies economy of
not play a major role.
made economy of

force at the strategic

The strategy of advancing

force roles much less critical

G er mans were practicing econo:tiy

at

of force all

and preparinq

Operationally
force operations
level.

a broad

front

this level.

along the

they were husbanding their forces for the upcoming
Offensive

on

level did

The

front as

Ardennes

for the defense of the West '-all.

neither side was practicing

for the same reasons mentioned

true economy
at the

of

strategic

Both divisions of the Corps were on the offensive and the

Germans were deployed
The tactical

fairly evenly along the front.

use of economy of force was clearly evident in

-
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the 5th Division's attack plan.
main effort

initially.

When their attack failed

shifted to the 10th Regiment
in

The l1th Infantry Regiment

main effort had

around Arnaville.

taken place

the emphasis
Once this change

the 11th Regiment

became an economy

of force effort and only enough combat power was allocated
to prevent

was

the rout from becoming a slaughter.

to them

The vast majority

of the division's effort went to the main attack at Arnaville.
Maneuver

- Place the enemy in

the flexible application
The Allies'
and

plan was to advance on a broad

to scatter their resources

One of the justifications
spot in

for

the German defenses

eventually

find it

this weakness.

and then

recover.

there was a weak

a broad

front

the Allies hoped

prevent the Germans from
By pounding the Germans all

to keep them off balance and

unable to

The German military wanted to fight a war of maneuver,

recognizing

that it

advantage

over

prevented

them froi.(

was in

this area that they possessed

the Allies but Hitler's

Operationally

an

orders to stand and

fight

to cross the Mioselle

Niver

doing this.
the XX Corps hoped

and to flank the defenses of Netz,
untenable.

over a wide area.

the Allies could concentrate against

defensive front.

front they hoped

front

then the broad front approach would

continuously and

reforming a cohesive
across the

this was that if

Dy advancing in

also to maneuver

disadvantape through

of combat power.

strategic

cause the Germans

a position of

rendering

the fortified

city

They also wanted to use these crossings to open the

-
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path to the Rhine and the Rluhr so as to force the German Army to
concentrate
better

for the defense of the homeland,

target for the Allied

thus presenting

land and air forces.

The Germans
they

were under the same constraint at the operational level as
were at the strategic

level.

The 5th Division's tactical
to be at iDornot.
The

indicated

area and that the
hindered

plan called for

This was an example of poor

intelligence

a

use of maneuver.

that the Germans were strong in

terrain favored

the employment

the main effort

the defender.

of armor on the American

this

The terrain also
side while

allo;,:in'. sor,,e 1 irited
use on the German side.
Thus this was not a
;ood place for maneuver, either with ground forces or with
supporting

combat support

forces.

The Germans iaade good use of

m,.aneuver with their armor and infantry
They were able to maneuver
11th Infantry's

sufficient

forces in

the Dornot area.

combat power

to make the

position untenable.

Once the situation at Dornot became clear to the Division

"commander, he revised his plan,
shifted the main effort
application

to Arnaville.

flexibility

and

By this flexible

of combat power he was able to put the Germans in

disadvantaged

position

by shifting the attack to a sector

would allow the American
forces

showing excellent

to tell

against

superiority in

that

combat and combat support

the German forces.
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Unity of Command
under

one

for every objective insure unity of effort

-

responsible

The Allies

had

no

operational

level.

responsible

commander

real

control

This made
react

it

Dornot

to

was

entire

of

Not having

contributed

to

There were

Arnaville,
either

was

the
no

violated

given
5th

at

Infantry

a

slowed

failure

down.
of

problems

the

of

events.

by

XX

The

Walker

Division

the

to both

caused

caused

the

elements

who was

commander

resulting

to

Corps at

and combat

single responsible

the

and often

behind
the

But

commander

situation

confusion

support

The

with Hitler.

not knowing

This

or

01" West.

resided

by Genral

Dornot

combat

was

the Germnn

developing

the crossing.
of

Front

for

the strategic

so fortunate.

the West

grossly

and the

problems

operation

at

hours or days

to arrive

command

in

The order

both divisions

support.

forces

to be

Division

also created

the Uestern

a rapidly

orders

bridgehead.

overall

on

impossible

principle

7th Armored

with this

The Germans were not

virtually

German

This

problem

German

effectively

caused

0 Qof

of

commander.

in

delays

and

service
meant

that

the

confusion

crossing.

unity of command

apparent

at

nor were there any evident on the (German side during

crossing.

Security - !-ever permit the enemy to acquire an unexpected
ad vant aPe.
The disintegration
the
* * 1

4

Allies

from the

of

the German

Normandy

beaches
-

8

forces
caused

-

after

the

the Allies

breakout
to

blieve

of

Ir7

that they were fighting a broken and dispirited force that was
almost through fighting.
resistance

As a result

they did not e•'pect

the

that the Germans were able to put up as they approached

the West Wall.

Allied

logistical difficulties

had

secondary

to the desire to complete

Wehrmacht

while the Wehrmacht was on the ropes.

resistance stiffened

the acute

seemed

the destruction

logistical

of tlh

Once the German

problems of the Allies

forced the debate over broad versus narrow front and the
consequent adoption of
resulted

in

limited offensive actions

the operational level.
program.

the broad front strategy.

The XX Corps'

This is

across the entire

turn
front at

offensive was part of this

The Germans could hardly be accused of violating this

principle of war since they had a pretty good idea of the strength
of the Allied force.

Only Hitler's

estimates of Allied staying

blind adherence

to his false

power were violations of this

pr~inciple.
At the operational level the XX Corps was guilty of
violations of this principle

through

Intelligence assets available.

failure to use the

The intelligence reports indicated

that the Germans were stronger across from Dornot

than the XX

Corps believed and also indicated that the crossing site of
Arnaville

was relatively undefended.

By not paying attention to

these reports the XX Corps committed itself to what was ultimately
an unsuccessful and costly attack instead of taking initizlly what
intelligence reports and events were to prove to be the correct
"-89
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course of action.

This underestimation

-

of German capabilities was

to delay the crossing of the Moselle unnecessarily.

No known

German violatons of this principle are known.
The principle of war security does not appear to have played
a substantial role at the tactical level.
Neither the Germans nor
the Americans violated this principle nor did they take any
specific measures to adhere to it.

The only possible fault lay

wih the failure of the 5th Division to utilize the aerial
intelligence available,

but this seems to have been more a problem

of the corps than of the division.

Some ground patrolling was

done in an attempt to prevent enemy forces from surprising the
Americans at the crossing sites.
Surprise - Strike the enemy at a time and/or place and in
for which he is

a manner

unprepared.

Except for the surprising rapidity with which the Germans
were able to reconstitute their forces in

front of the West Wall

after the retreats from the Normandy bridgehead,

surprise was not

a major factor at cither the strategic or operational

level on

either side.
The 5th Division's attack at Dornot did not surprise the
Germans to any appreciable extent nor did the Germans'

reaction
-o1

surprise the Americans.

Only at the Arnaville crossing did the

Americans achieve any measure of surprise.
result of three things.

First,

This was primarily a

the attack at Dornot had drawn

German attention from the Arnaville area.
-
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Second,

the Americans
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crossed their initial

forces under the cover of darkness and used

smoke very effectively
and crossings.

bridge building

Finally the use of the ford allowed

to get tanks across
so at Dornot.

to screen the subsequent

at Arnaville,

Overall,

though,

been a decisive factor in

where they had

the Americans

been unable to do

surprise cannot be said to have

this operation.

The Germans were

expecting a crossing and simply did have the forces available
absorb multiple attempts and still
Simplicity - Prepare clear,

to

retain a continuous front.

uncomplicated

plans and clear concise

orders to insure thorough understanding.
Both the Germans and the Allies followed
the strategic
•instructions
4.

and operational levels.

this principle at

The Allies were given clear

to conduct continuous offensive operations within the
limits of their logisitical
hold at all

costs.

support and the Germans were told

These were essentially

were given at the operational

the same orders

level on both sides.

violation of this principle at the operational
orders given

Walker's orders

were vague and misleading.

The only

level was in

the

to these two divisions

This resulted

in

both divisions

arriving at Dornot thinking that they were responsible for
crossing of the river.

in

that

by General Walker to the 7th Armored Division and the

5th Infantry Division.

XX Corps'

to

This confusion in

underestimation

turn resulted

of the difficulty of crossing

the face of German resistance.

the

from the
the river

Failure to clarify these orders

led to avoidable confusion for a period of time at the crossing
-

w..
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site until a responsible commander could be appointed
of crossing

the river.

At the tactical
well in

for the task

level the Americans followed this principle

the crossing at Arnaville.

The 10th Infantry

Regimental

Commander was given the simple order to cross the river and secure
the high ground in
all

the vicinity of Arry.

This gave

of the giidance he needed and a clearly defined

only appreciable
was in

the commander
task.

The

failure of the Ame.-icans to follow this principle

their failure to insure that elements of the crossing force

secured the town of Arry after it
unoccupied.

If

had ben reported that

it

was

the subordinate commanders had understood the

importance of this town they would most likely have taken the

i.

initiative

and secured it.

that indicated

There was no information available

problems on the German side with this principle.
Summary

The American

success at Arnaville was a result of the courage

and esprit of the men of the 5th Infantry Division.
did enjoy

a measure of material

superiority over the Germans,

superiority would not have made a significant
absence of a good
good execution.

is

sound supporting doctrine

in

the

and forces,

and

the Americans showed that mere material

not enough

did not follow all

to secure victory.

of the principles

-
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While

the Americans

of war they were able to make

up for their failures through flexibility

.4

difference

this

All of these were lacking at Dornot and the

resulting rout of
superiority

plan,

W-,hile they

-

and the exercise of

initiative when things dlid not go according topa.The Germans
were not guilty of violation of the principles e-ither, except
perhaps at the strategic level, but they did not have the forces

K:

available to counter the Americans once the Americans arrived at a

feasible plan and began to execute it violently and skillfully.

*1~

*
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"APPENDIX A
STRATE(;IC OVERVIEW OF WOIRLD WAR II
In

as in

World War II,

forces try to overcome

In

of their resources

may overcome the advantages

outnumbered:

conflict,

,0

in

and plans into active campaigns.

tactics,

position and

There were nearly a billion

they at first

strength of the fighting
armies attacked

conquered lands,
campaign,

succeeded

persons in

But in

Asia alone.

the actual

quinine,

nickel,

were plentiful in
developed

copper,

The numerical
until

Even with recruits

from

the Soviets.

after the costly

Russian

his losses.

wheat,

iron,

rubber,

cotton,

jute,

and other essential materials

tungsten,

other lands,

the odds again seemed all

in

short

the Axis countries.

some substitutes for natural resources,

(synthetic)

zone of

forces did not come into balance

In materials of war at the outset,
Oil,

the areas

bringing more fighting men to

in

Hitler was unable,

to replace all

against the Axis.

surprise

of power.

bear at a given point than any of their enemies.

Ilitler's

and by the

weapons,

the Axis nations seemed hopelessly

to conquer in

they hoped

advantages

a short war,

In

At the outset,

by

the side with the most men and materiels

a long war,

ordinarily wins.

the opposing

each other by superiority of resources,

or tactical

successful strategy
blendin-

any armed conflict,

They

rubber and chemical oil.

They

such as chemical

imported other

materials and set up a huge reserve supply for the time when they
-
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Could buy no more.

They arranged to acquire supplies through

neutral countries.

Finally, they conquered some of the richest

N*~

sources of strategic materials.
In addition to resources gained by conquest, the Axis nations
*had

the atdvantage of distance and position. Front line fighters
China, Russia, and England were cut off almost completely from

K:in

America, their great arsenal.
of the Axis short.

Our supply lines were long, those

At the peak of their success, the Axis power

had strangled vital communications channels of the MHediterranean,
the South Pacific, and the North Atlantic with planes and
sub marines.
America had the advantage of being free to build its military
strength behind the ramparts of two oceans, relatively secure from
enemy attack.

In the long run, the superior resources,

the

greater numbers, and the determination of the Allied nations
doomed the Axis.
The initial advantage of the Axis was gained by their
skillful use of the resources at their command.
First,

there was the Blitzkrieg strategy.

This was

lightening war, depending on swiftness of movement, surprise and
confusion among the victims, and collaboration by traitors.

it

was aimed to paralyze and conquer the enemy with a sudden blow.
This strategy worked well for the Germans at first.

2
*

But

Bjlitzkrieg could not transport the Germans across the English
Channel.

Nor could it gain the Axis more than an opening
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Unless

advantage against the Soviet Union or the United States.
it

the Blitzkrieg had to fail.

could achieve a quick knockout,

upon the Blitzkrieg

Both Germany and Japan leaned too heavily
idea.
When the opportunity came
in
Germans a lesson in

Lightening War.

of the fully motorized

originators

that it

Americans were the real
blitz

and were the best

seemed the war was almost over;

our armor would sweep straight
after

American armor gave the

too,

this

overrated

was believed

it

But the Germans rallied

to Berlin.

losing France and stopped the adnance at

America,

in

success of their drive through France was

The first

art of war.
so swift

France,

the German border.

the strategy of Blitzkrieg.

The second line of Axis strategy was the use of submarines,
to sink Allied ships and block off England,
American supplies.

This strategy scored heavily

countered by long-range
convoys.

planes,

radar,

and Russia from

China,

until it

was

light sub-chasers,

and

These measures were effective also when the Germans

tried to use subs in

Planes

packs.

based in

bombed enemy

England

submarine bases to keep the subs from going to sea.
undersea raiders of the German

In

1944,

the

fleet died out as a major threat

to

the Allies.
Both sides thought they could win victory though air power.
The British and American

air forces did not "pull their punch",

Hitler had done over England.
Germans surrender.

Allied

Bombardment

bo!..bers found

-
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failed to make the

their power severely
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limited without strong fighter support.

Bombers were credited,

however, with extensive destruction of the Axis communications,
transportation, and facilities for war production.
the foot-soldiers'

Bombing made

work easier but never superfluous.

Toward the end of the war,

the Germans put into the air

incredibly swift jet-propelled airplanes which might have secured
their defenses if

they had come two or three years sooner or in

greater numbers.
The experience of the war proved that airplanes, though a
very important aid to the ground forces,
opposing side was fatally inferior.
revolutionary

&

could not win unless the

Airplanes were actually more

in naval warfare than in

land fightinCg.

In their campaigns against Gcrmany, the Russianis proved that
airplane,

were rol.atively unimportant in

heavy artillery,

assault,

compared with

when the enemy came within artillery range.

The

firepower of even great fleets of airplanes was vastly less
destructive than massed artillery bombardment.
Both sides used paratroopers and glider troops.

Airborne

forces decided the German victories over British troops 1.n Norway
and Crete.

Airborne troops, however, failed to replace the common

ground soldier - the infantryman, who suffered seventy percent of
the Army casualties during the war.
The armored tank scored early victories for the Germans
against ground troops, but it broke up against intense artillery
98o

S

The Red Army used with telling effect against tanks a

fire.

known at Katushka,

rocket gun,
rapid

P

succession.

flights of rockets in

which fired

The Bazooka,

an American

variation of the

provided a two-man team with a light firing arm

rocket gun,
comparable

in

fire power

Special anti-tank

to one of the heavier artillery

guns made further

pices..

trouble for tanks.

Yet

the

tank remained a formidable weapon right through the war.
The all-but-fatal
in

December

1944,

German

breakthrough

in

the Ardennes Forest

was due as much to the quality of German tanks

as to the element of surprise,

achieved

by infiltration

tactics

under the cover of several days of heavy fog.

The Second World War was sometimes called a people's war.

In

the sense that one of the great effects of the war was a movement
of masses of men from one region to another,
title.

this was a good

More than thirty million Chinese fled their homes in

eastern China to escape the Japanese.

In

Europe,

populations were relocated or exterminated,
rearranges

the contents of a desk.

villages,
places

anything

as one

the Nazi invasion,

whole industries,

that could be transported,

beyond the Ural Mountains.

whole

as deliberately

To escape

the Soviets moved millions of cattle,

too,

entire

from the Ukraine to

To man their factories,

the

Nazis moved twelve million men and women from occupied territories
into Germany.
The demand for manpower was not
war began,

the United

States'

armed

-

99

limited to Germany.

When the

forces called for more than

-
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ten million men and women in

.

.

.

.

.

rr..",

' "'"--.

the prime of life.

"

.

America

. . .

reached the highest point since

1925.

in

1943 but dropped off in

growth,

The war greatly increased

casualty rate among young virile

.

. -'

-- -"

1944 as

Though the immediate

effect of the war was to spur population

in

.

1942,

more and more men were shipped abroad.

increase

" ..

In

The birth rate was higher still

effect was harmful.

<.

The armed

services moved young men and women about the country.
the birth rate in

. .

the ultimate

the death and

The war brought a great

men.

mental and nervous disease.

When viewed in

a broad perspective,

the Allied advance across

France was only one of the many costly campaigns of World War II,
the -reatest struggle
crosing was a

in

the history of man.

small but significant event

in

The Mloselle

River

that campaign.
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APPENDIX B
U.S.

ORDER OF BATTLE

5th Infantry Division
Headquarters,

5th Infantry Division

Headquarters, Special Troops
Headquarters Comp&ny
705th Ordnance Light Maintenance Company
5th Quartermaster Company
5th Signal Company
Military Police Platoon

K5th

Infantry Division Band

"5th Cavalry Reconnaissance Troops,

rMechanized

7th Engineer Combat Battalion(-)
5th Division Artillery, Headquarters & Headquarters Battery
21st Field Artiller5 Battalion (155mm howitzer)
"5th M,
ledical Battalion (-)
20 Regimental Combat Team (attached to 7th Armored Division)
2d Infantry Regiment
"50th Field Artillery Battalion (105mm howitzer)
Company A, 7th Engineer Combat Battalion
Company A, 5th Medical Battalion
10th Regimental Combat Team
10th Infantry Regiment
46th Field Artillery Battalion (105mm howitzer)
Company B, 7th Engineer Combat Battalion
Company B, 5th Medical Battalion
11th Regimental Combat Team
l1th Infantry Regiment
19th Field Artillery Battalion (105mm howitzer)
Company C, 7th Engineer Combat Battalion
Company C, 5th Medical Battalion
Attached to 5th Division
1103d Engineer Combat Group
150th
160th Engineer
Engineer Combat
Combat Battalion
Battalion

5

-

101

-

204th Engineer Combat Battalion
551st Engineer Heavy Ponton Battalion
989th Engineer Treadway Bridge Company
537th Engineer Light Ponton Company
623d Engineer Light Equipment Company
84th Chemical (Smoke

Generator)

Company

Troop C, 3d Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron
284th Field Artillery Battalion (105mm

howitzer)

449th Antiaircraft Artillery Automatic Weapons Battalion
818th Tank Destroyer Battalion (Self-Propelled)
735th Tank Battalion (Medium)
Combat Command B, 7th Armored Division
31st Tank Battalion (Medium)
23d Armored Infantry Battalion
434th Armored Field Artillery Battalion (105mm howitzer)
Company B, 814th Tank Destroyer Battalion (Self-Propelled)
Company B, 33d Armored Engineer Battalion
Sda
:'•"

sXCoIn

Headquarters,

Support of 5th Division

XX Corps Artillery

5th Field Artillery Group
695th Armored Field Artillery Battalion (105mm howitzer,
558th Field Artillery Battalion (155mm Gun, SP)
274th Armored Field Artillery Battalion (105mm howitzer,
204th Field Artillery Group
177th Field Artillery Battalion (155mm howitzer)
773d Field Artillery Battalion (4.2 inch Gun)
943d Field Artillery Battalion (155mm howitzer)

*

33d Field Artillery Brigade
203d Field Artillery Group
739th Field Artillery Battalion
989th Field Artillery Battalion
999th Field Artillery Battalion
270th Field Artillery Battalion
277th Field Artillery Battalion

..

,44.

-

102 -

(8 inch howitzer)
(155mm Gun)
(8 inch howitzer)
(240mm howitzer)
(240mm howitzer)

SP)
SP)

q-

APPENDIX C

"GERMAN ORDER OF BATTLE

47th Panzer Corps
3d Panzer Grenadier

Division

115th Panzer Grenadier Regiment,

82d Corps (control

15th Pz Gren Div

passed to 13th SS Corps on 7 Sep)

Division Number 462

17th SS Panzer Grenadier Division
106th Panzer Brigade (1st Army Reserve)
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